
Learning and Assessment: Making the Connections   … in a globalised economy  … in a multilingual world  … in the digital era

Wednesday 3rd May 

Times Plenary room Sydney Room Grace Room Audrey Room Liz Room Regency Room 

13.00-
14.00 Registration & Welcome Coffee

14.00-
14.30 

Opening 

14.30-
15.15 

Language policy and social 
cohesion: What links between 
social environment and regimes of 
learning and assessment? 
Prof Joseph Lo Bianco

15.15-
15.35 

WORKSHOP 

Mediation and exploiting one’s 
plurilingual repertoire: exploring 

classroom potential with proposed 
new CEFR descriptors 

Brian North 
 Enrica Piccardo

WIPs 

Beliefs driving the assessment of 
speaking: An empirical study in a 
Brazilian public classroom 
Eber Clayton Dutra, Gladys Quevedo-
Camargo 

Generating the assessment literacy 
profile of EAP teachers in the Mainland 
China: An evidence-based approach 
Olena Rossi 

Tatar exams needs analysis: The case of 
Kazan 
Marina Solnyshkina, Gulnara Sadykova, 
Alsu Ashrapova, Alyona Kharkova 

Online language testing of immigrant 
languages: A nightmare or just a 
challenging reality check for the CEFR? 

 Christoph Schepers

Using open source and open standards 
to create best-of-breed language 
learning solutions 
Mark Molenaar 

Assessment literacy and language 
teachers? A case study with teachers of 
Portuguese as Foreign Language 
Catarina Isabel Sousa Gaspar, Maria José 
dos Reis Grosso 

Certification of Proficiency in Polish as a 
foreign language and its influence over 
the Polish labour market 
Dominika Bartosik 

Integrating corpus linguistics & 
classroom-based assessment: Evidence 
from young learners’ written corpora  
Trisevgeni Liontou, Dina Tsagari 

15.35-
15.55 

Open Badges: A new way to prove skills 
Sarah Ellis 

What do teachers really think about 
using international speaking exams as a 
goal for students? Views from a bilingual 
programme 
Mark Griffiths 

Spanish for business in language 
accreditation 
Marta García 

Learning from assessment: Teachers’ 
relationship with data driven learning 
Elaine Boyd 

15.55-
16.15 

Penser l’organisation dématérialisée de 
tests de langue à grande échelle 
Dominique Casanova 

Exploring teachers’ language assessment 
literacy:  A social constructivist approach 
to understanding effective practice 
Vivien Berry, Susan Sheehan 

Language learning and assessment 
transformation: An opportunity for 
educative innovation 
Mònica Pereña 

LT123: meeting the challenges of 
providing quality outsourced test 
materials for a range of clients 
Felicity O'Dell, Russell Whitehead 

16.15-
17.00 Break & Poster Session 1 

17.00-
17.20 

PANEL 

The challenges of a learning 
oriented and multilingual school 

assessment policy 

Coordinators: Koen Van Gorp & Piet Van 
Avermaet 

Presentations: 
Koen Van Gorp 

Piet Van Avermaet 
Nick Saville 

Stef Slembrouck 
Fauve De Backer 

Discussant: James Purpura 

WIPs 

Language assessment in teacher 
education programmes in Colombia 
Bozena Lechowska 

From global student populations to 
localized HE settings: An example of an 
IMDP screening process for academic 
English and readiness  
Miia Konttinen, Lisa Lahtela 

Assessment in a globalised economy: A 
task-based approach to assess the 
proficiency of Dutch in specific 
occupational domains 
Sarah Smirnow, Lucia Luyten 

Évaluer la compétence à communiquer 
en français dans l’entreprise 
Dominique Casanova 
François Renaud, Alexandre Holle 

The impact of online teaching practices 
on  Greek EFL learners’ reading 
perceptions & exam performance  
Trisevgeni Liontou 

A comparative study on the washback of 
writing tasks in two international EFL 
tests on Chinese test-takers 
Xiangdong Gu, Yue Hong, Chengyuan Yu 

Assessment challenges in CLIL: new 
perspectives in teacher education   
Lucilla Lopriore 

The Development of Diagnostic 
Assessment System for Senior High 
Schools in China 
Liping Liu, Zunmin Wu 

17.20-
17.40 

How far can digitalised language 
assessment assist in the teaching and 
learning of languages within the Italian 
university system? 
Thomas Wulstan Christiansen 

Students and instructors' perceptions of 
the construct-(ir)relevance of language 
to literacy competence in testing 
literature: A work in progress 
Seyed Rahim Moosavinia, Kioumars 
Razavipour 

Designing a principled approach for rater 
training and norming protocols: 
Integrating theory and practice 
Daniel J Reed, Heekyoung Kim, Aaron 
Ohlrogge 

Learners’ goals and the impact of 
assessment for and as learning: 
Examples from computerised diagnostic 
and dynamic assessment 
Dmitri Leontjev 

17.40-
18.00 

Empowering learners for a demanding 
labour market: the “Groups for the 
Experimentation of Plurilingualism” 
program in Catalonia 
Montserrat Montagut Montagut 

Assessment literacy in college learners of 
EFL Writing 
Shu-Chen Huang 

Goethe's professional development of 
raters:  Live-test data analysis as 
assessment  
Michaela Perlmann-Balme, Jane Lloyd 

Diagnostic assessment: Its use in 
teaching and learning foreign languages 
Hyunsoo Hur 

18.00-
18.20 

La verifica come occasione di 
apprendimento e aggiornamento 
attraverso l’esperienza della 
certificazione glottodidattica DILS-PG di 
II livello 
Nicoletta Santeusanio 

The evaluation of Chinese students of 
Italian L2: Practices at the Universities 
for Foreigners of Perugia and Siena 
Giuliana Grego Bolli, Sabrina Machetti 

Análisis del comportamieno de los 
calificardores de una prueba de 
expresión escrita en el contexto de una 
prueba de domino 
Juan Miguel Prieto Hernández 

From online diagnostic language 
assessment to tailored EFL learning --- 
CDA-based EFL listening diagnostic 
model construction 
Xiaomei Ma 

18.20- 
18.30 



Learning and Assessment: Making the Connections   … in a globalised economy  … in a multilingual world  … in the digital era

Thursday 4th May 

Times Plenary room Sydney Room Grace Room Audrey Room Liz Room Regency Room 

9.00-
9.45 

Construct and content in context: 
Implications for language learning, 
teaching and assessment in China 
Prof Jin Yan 

9.45-
10.30 Break & Poster Session 2

10.30-
10.50 

PANEL 

The Development of China’s 
Standards of English and its 

Potential Application 

Coordinator: Wu Sha 

Presentations: 
Wu Sha 

Jianda Liu 
Han Baocheng 
Wang Weiwei 

Yu Han 

Discussant: Jin Yan 

NEW RESEARCHERS - PAPERS 

¿Aprender en  varias lenguas incide en el 
rendimiento en las competencias 
básicas? 

 Jesús Grisaleña Urrecho

WORKSHOP 

Online text analysis tools for 
test development and 

validation   

Stephen Bax 

Comparing speaking performances 
across tests and languages: Evaluating 
the success of an institutional rater 
training program  
Koen Van Gorp, Daniel Reed, Susan Gass 

Validating university entrance test 
assumptions: Some inconvenient facts 
Bart Deygers 

Developing productive writing tasks 
that test young learner A1 and A2 level 
communicative writing abilities 
Maggie Dunlop, Kathryn Davies 

10.50-
11.10 

Modeling Oral Proficiency Development 
across Four Languages with the ACTFL 
OPIc 
Daniel R Isbell 

Cut scores for combined constructs 
Beate Zeidler 

Implications of employing performance-
based testing in a university context 
Snezana Mitrovic 

Assessing young learners speaking 
skills in primary education 
Mirna Pit 

11.10-
11.30 

Can a test of structural reasoning help to 
predict language outcomes? 
Elina Stordell 

The Cambridge English Global Analysis: 
Understanding English proficiency 
worldwide 
Michael Corrigan, Andrew Coombe 

Academic literacy and language 
proficiency in testing: Overlapping and 
diverging constructs 
Kevin Cheung, Mark Elliott 

Reconsidering the impact of language 
assessment on language learning and 
teaching: A survey on an Italian 
examination for young learners 
Paola Masillo, Carla Bagna, Sabrina 
Machetti 

11.30-
11.50 

Investigating the necessary elements to 
design and implement a communicative 
test for engineering students: A 
backwash effect 
Ada Luisa Arellano Méndez 

WORKSHOP 

Making multilingual 
language teachers digital in 
Denmark: ensuring quality 
in digital language teaching 

Stine Lema 
Charlotte Lorenzen 

Combining the reliability of judgement 
with the validity of external alignment to 
create a powerful tool for teacher led 
assessment 
Ed Hackett 

Encouraging better preparation: a new 
Test of Academic Literacy for entry onto 
postgraduate EMI courses 
Karen Ottewell 

How big should the carrot be? An 
investigation into effects of differential 
incentivization on students’ 
standardized proficiency test scores 
Susan Gass, Koen Van Gorp 

11.50-
12.10 

Assessing the pragmatic competence of 
EFL learners at B2-C2 levels 
Edit Ficzere Willcox 

Predicting readability of texts for Italian 
L2 students: A preliminary study 
Giuliana Grego Bolli, Stefania Spina, 
Danilo Rini 

Towards a scale of academic language 
proficiency 
Stuart Duncan Shaw 

The Impact of an integrated teaching, 
learning and assessment framework  
on students' performance and 
perceptions 
Huang Jing 

12.10-
12.30 

What characterizes the quality of CLIL 
instruction? 
Karina Rose Mahan 

Modelli di validazione qualitativa in 
contesti di large-scale assessment per le 
competenze linguistiche 
Cristiana Cervini, Monica Masperi 

Post-entry language assessment in 
higher education: The interaction 
between home and school language in 
relation to academic language 
proficiency 
Lieve De Wachter, Jordi Heeren 

Validation of a language test linked to 
a learning programme 
Vincent Folny, Sébastien Portelli 

12.30-
14.00 Lunch



Learning and Assessment: Making the Connections   … in a globalised economy  … in a multilingual world  … in the digital era

Thursday 4th May 

Times Plenary room Sydney Room Grace Room Audrey Room Liz Room Regency Room 

14.00-
14.30 

Connecting policy and practice at 
European level 
Kristina Cunningham 

14.30-
14.50 

PANEL 

Insights from research on sign 
language tests 

Coordinator: Tobias Haug 

Presentations: 
Tobias Haug 

Philida Schellekens 
Krister Schönström 
Ingela Holmström 

Laetitia Puissant-Schontz 

 Discussant: Mark Wheatley

WIPs 

Performance of multilingual speakers of 
Dutch on the ITNA admission test for 
higher education 
Ines Blomme, Leen Verrote 

Puglia integrante – dalla vulnerabilità 
all’integrazione: percorsi di inclusione 
per rifugiati e minori sperimentando un 
toolkit del Consiglio d’Europa 
Gianvito Ricci 

The use of blogs, Skype and authentic 
tasks in the modern language classroom 
Sara Bruun 

Do foreign language learners and native 
speakers mark coherence and cohesion 
in a different way?  
Sabine Steemans, Catherine Verguts, Ann 

 Vlasselaers

Learning Oriented Assessment: Making 
the connections between learning, 
assessment and technology 
Angeliki Salamoura, Sarah Unsworth 

The Construction and Validation of China 
Standards of English-Speaking:  
Principles, Procedures and Progress 
Yan Jin, Wei Jie 

Measuring (linguistic) integration? 
German tests for migrants 
Sibylle Plassmann 

Test takers' attitudes to different 
online speaking assessment formats 
José F L Pascoal 

14.50-
15.10 

Using technologies to enhance a 
curriculum for CLIL 
Letizia Cinganotto, Juliet Wilson 

Developing operational framework and 
descriptors of pragmatic effectiveness 
for China’s standard of English 
Shuhua Wang 

English language learning and 
assessment needs of economic migrants 
in the UK  
Sanjana Mehta 

Investigations into the on-screen 
marking function in a tablet-based 
English reading test 
Shinhye Lee 

15.10-
15.30 

Reflective practice and professional 
development qualifications for teachers 
of bilingual learners 
Martin Nuttall 

An investigation into scale descriptors 
for spoken English proficiency: Analysis 
based on descriptor pool 
Wei Jie 

FREPA descriptors and their role and 
contribution to integration of students 
from mixed linguistic backgrounds in a 
multilingual world  
Laura Ambrosio 

Constraining issues in face-to-face and 
Internet-based language testing 
Jesús García Laborda, Mary Frances 
Litzler 

15.30-
15.50 

Pensare CLIL con Cambridge 
Alessandra Varriale 
Gisella Langé 

Italiano L2: Nuovi pubblici, nuove 
tendenze, nuove forme di valutazione 
Lucilla Lopriore 
Giuseppina Vitale 

How to assess mediation? 
Waldemar Martyniuk 

Integrating technology with language 
assessment: Automated speaking 
assessment 
Jing Xu, Graham Seed 

15.50- 
16.00 

16.00-
16.45 Break & Poster Session 3 (New Researchers)

16.45-
17.05 

WORKSHOP 

Thumbs Up or Thumbs Down? 
Putting Apps to the Test 

Geoff Stead 
Evelina Galaczi 

WIPs 

The role of language exams in Colombian 
higher education 
Bozena Lechowska, Edga Uribe 
Salamanca, Olga Uribe Enciso 

Digital challenges in the assessment of 
advanced European languages students 
in their final undergraduate year 
Emmanuelle Lacore-Martin, Carlos Soler 
Montes 

Scoring writing digitally – a tool for 
raters and test administrators 
Hanne Lauvik, Ingvild Kleiveland Vevle 

How value stream mapping at a Kaizen 
workshop at Cambridge English lead to a 
digital transformation in our test analysis 
Hugh Moss 

WORKSHOP 

Languages in Education 
& CLIL 

David Marsh 

Aligning China Standards of English (CSE) 
with the CEFR 
Chuan Peng 

Outcomes of the introduction an 
external English language assessment  in 
Portugal 
Jane Lloyd 

Teaching Italian as a second language 
to migrants. Mixed competence levels 
and linguistic backgrounds in the same 
classroom: A challenge 
Cecilia Pani 

17.05-
17.25 

An investigation of the influence of age-
related factors on the construction of 
China’s standards of English 
Jun Wang 

What will high-stakes language testing 
bring to Spain through the new LOMCE 
exams? 
Jesús García Laborda 

Certificazione PLIDA. Alcune riflessioni 
su valutazione e testing per gli 
apprendenti  provenienti da lingue 
distanti e in particolare sinofoni 
Silvia Giugni, Barbara D'Annunzio 

17.25-
17.45 

Development of consecutive interpreting 
strategic competence scale 
Yi Xu 

QualiCEFR: A Quality Assurance template 
to achieve innovation and reform in 
language education through CEFR 
implementation 
Enrica Piccardo, Brian North, Eleonora 
Maldina 

Standard valutativi e didattici per 
l’italiano nel mondo: le attività della 
Società Dante Alighieri 
Giammarco Cardillo, Paola Vecchio 

17.45-
18.30 

Making the connections: digital 
innovation and diagnostic feedback 
Dr Helen Yannakoudakis &  
Dr Ardeshir Geranpayeh 

18.30-
21.00 

Networking Reception with Drinks, Buffet Dinner & Live Band 
(offered by ALTE for all delegates)



Learning and Assessment: Making the Connections   … in a globalised economy  … in a multilingual world  … in the digital era

Friday 5th May 

Times Plenary room Sydney Room Grace Room Audrey Room Liz Room Regency Room 

9.00-
9.45 

Language testing washback and 
impact in our globalized world 
Prof Kathleen M Bailey

9.45-
10.30 Break & Poster Session 4

10.30-
10.50 

LESSONS LEARNT FROM ITALY 
IN LANGUAGE LEARNING, 

TEACHING AND ASSESSMENT 

European Policies and Language 
Education in Italy: managing the 

change 

Gisella Langé 

Linking policy and practice: the 
example of e-twinning 

Donatella Nucci 

Promoting quality in language 
assessment at the national level: 

the CLIQ association 

CLIQ association 

NEW RESEARCHERS - PAPERS 

An AUA Validation Study of the 
Integrated Teaching and Assessment 
Framework 

 Huang Jing

WORKSHOP 

Erasmus+: Funding 
opportunities for language 

education 

Lorenza Venturi 

Measuring the washback of a learning-
oriented assessment  
Edward Li, Keith Tong 

Assessing speaking – the challenge of 
eliciting authentic performance  
Alex Thorp, Cathy Taylor 

How politics influences the reception 
of a test: The case of an English C1-test 
for lecturers in Flemish universities 
Frank Van Splunder, Catherine Verguts 

10.50-
11.10 

Construction of CDA-based Dynamic 
Intervention for EFL Listening Test  
Yihe Yan, Xiaomei Ma 

The implementation of a French 
language certification: Positive washback 
and wider resulting effects  
Stéphanie McGaw 

Nonverbal delivery in speaking 
assessment: An intercultural case study 
Mingwei Pan 

Certifications: Tools for a policy of 
educational cooperation and to 
accompany language learning. The 
example of French in Italy 
Virginie Salles, Lucile Chapiro 

11.10-
11.30 

The Generation of an Individualized 
Cognitive Diagnostic Report  for College 
English Writing 
Tan Yandan, Xiaomei Ma 

Washback research in the expanding 
circle: Insights from social psychology 
and linguistic imperialism 
Kioumars Razavipour 

Principled development of a score 
reporting for young language learners 
tests based on research in psychology of 
teaching and learning 
Maggie Dunlop, Mark Elliott 

Public examinations in Hong Kong: 
Stakeholder recognition and 
understanding 
Neil Drave 

11.30-
11.50 

Assessment in the future: A Cognitive 
Diagnostic Modelling for College English 
Reading Test 
Du Wenbo, Xiaomei Ma 

Testing pre-service teachers’ spoken 
English proficiency: Design, washback 
and impact 
Daniel Xerri, Odette Vassallo, Sarah Grech 

The use of test taker productions in 
redesigning writing assessment grids: A 
corpus based study 
Dina Vîlcu, Lavinia-Iunia Vasiu, Antonela 
Arieșan 

Student perceptions of the CEFR levels 
and their ability to rate their speaking 
in English 
Mary Frances Litzler 

11.50-
12.10 

Investigating scoring procedures in 
language testing 
Anna Mouti 

Monitoring languages in a three 
language policy setting: Experiences in 
Kazakhstan 
Remco Feskens, Anneke de Graaf 

Test takers’ views and feedback on the 
L2 Sami language and the language test  
Sari Ahola, Henna Tossavainen 

12.10-
12.30 

Developing a Japanese language test for 
a multilingual online assessment system: 
Towards an action-oriented approach to 
Japanese instruction in Europe     
Tomoko Higashi, Chieko Shirota 

Comparing L2-speech perception 
across different L1-backgrounds: 
Intelligibility and the Common 
European Framework of Reference for 
Languages (CEFR) 
Bettina Beinhoff 

12.30-
13.00 

Scholarship Awards 
& Closure 
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Poster Session 1 – Wednesday 3rd, 2.00-6.30pm 

Intersubjectivity, foreign language proficiency and the development of pre-service 
teachers’ linguistic-communicative competences in teletandem interactions 
Douglas Altamiro Consolo 
Gerson Rossi dos Santos 

Investigating the TestDaF benchmarking process 
Claudia Pop 

Language assessment and effective teaching and learning for English language learners 
in Florida 
Tunde Szecsi 
Janka Szilagyi 
Melissa Meehan  

English teachers’ perceptions of China’s Standards of English for speaking 
Wang Hua 
Jie Wei 

Poster Session 2 – Thursday 4th, 9.00-12.30pm 

Meeting student needs through informal assessment OR do I know what I need to 
know?  
Andrea Kulmhofer 
Christina Schimböck  

The Language Centre at Pisa University faces the challenges of digital assessment in 
an evolving community 
Susan Corrieri 
Ida Brucciani 

Verifica delle possibilità per una certificazione della lingua araba 
Aisha Nasimi 

What can we learn from language assessment results with a statistical perspective? 
Mehmet Kaplan 
Nursel Tan Elmas 

 

Poster Session 3 – Thursday 4th, 2.00-6.30pm (New Researchers) 

Developing and validating a reading strategy scale for Chinese tertiary EFL learners 
Zhou Yanqiong 

Looking into listening: The influence of context videos in computer-based assessment of 
listening comprehension 
Leska Schwarz 

From language assessment literacy to better teaching and learning 
Maria Guzikova 
Tatiana Rasskazova 

Linking performance assessment to language scales: Challenges of the rating method 
effect 
Xiaoyi Zhang 
Shaoyan Zou 

 

Poster Session 4 – Friday 5th, 9.00-12.30pm 

25 Years of UNIcert® – Quality Assurance in university language teaching and learning 
Johann Fishcer 
Astrid Reich 

Advanced proficiency:  How to get there? 
Susan Gass 

El español y la certificación lingüística en la Universidad de Salamanca 
Juan Miguel Prieto 
Marta García 

 





Multilingualism matters! 
  
Connecting policy and practice 
at EU level 


 


 


 


Kristina Cunningham 


European Commission, DG Education and Culture 







Treaty on 
European Union 


Article 3 


 The European Union  


 […] 


 shall respect its rich 
cultural and linguistic 
diversity, and shall 
ensure that Europe's 
cultural heritage is 
safeguarded and 
enhanced. 







"To reinforce and promote lifelong learning,   
  linguistic and cultural diversity, mobility  
  and the engagement of European citizens,  
  in particular the young."  


DG Education and Culture  
Mission Statement 







Barcelona, March 2002: EU Heads of State and 
Government called for action "to improve the mastery of 
basic skills, in particular by teaching at least two foreign 
languages from a very early age" 







"Everybody" learns English in school! 







59% of all school children learn two 
foreign languages in lower secondary 







European Survey on Language 
Competences 


• 54,000 pupils 


• 14 countries 


• 5 languages 


• 3 competences 


• Background data 


 


• Report published 2012 







Country    1:st  2:nd 
Belgium (Flemish Community)   French  English  
Belgium (French Community)   English   German  
Belgium (German Community)   French   English  
Bulgaria     English   German  
Croatia     English   German  
England     French   German  
Estonia     English   German  
France      English   Spanish  
Greece      English   French  
Malta      English   Italian  
Netherlands     English   German  
Poland      English   German  
Portugal     English   French  
Slovenia     English   German  
Spain      English   French  
Sweden     English   Spanish  
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Second foreign 
language 







 
BARCELONA OBJECTIVE 2002 
 
 


 
"MOTHER TONGUE + 2" 


5 years old 


8-9 years old 







English proficiency index among adults 







Council conclusions 2014 


• Adopt and improve measures aimed at promoting multilingualism 
and enhancing the quality and efficiency of language learning and 
teaching; 


 


• Explore the feasibility of assessing language competences in the 
Member States, including by using national data where available; 


 


• Develop measures to support children and adults with migrant 
backgrounds in learning the language(s) of the host country; 


 


• Exploit the potential of the Erasmus+ programme and the 
European Structural and Investment Funds to achieve these aims. 







European cooperation in the field of 
education 


Open Method of 
Coordination – 


EU 2020 Working 
Groups  Peer learning 


activities:  


Member States 
sharing experiences 
and learning from 


eachother 


Erasmus+ 


Policy Networks  


- KeyCoNet 


-SIRIUS  


- ELINET  


- EPNoSL 


 


-ECML professional 
network 


 







Studies and other research 
projects 







Two studies on national language tests 
(2015) 


 


Study on 


comparability of 


language testing 


in Europe 







Peer Learning Activities: Exchange of experience and 
competence building between civil servants 


• Stockholm 5-7 April 2016 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
• Focus on reception, introduction 


and support of newly arrived 
migrant children 


• Dresden 1-2 June 2016 


 


 


 


 


 


 
• Focus on unaccompanied minors 


and how to choose appropriate 
language teaching methods 
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http://www.government.se/articles/2016/04/exchange-of-experience-on-the-education-of-newly-arrived-pupils/

http://www.government.se/articles/2016/04/exchange-of-experience-on-the-education-of-newly-arrived-pupils/









Education  


and Culture 


… in other words Better mobility 


- Erasmus Charter for Higher Education 


(programme countries) 


 


- European Development Plans for schools 
 


- Reinforced inter-institutional agreements to 
set mobility flows & preconditions 
 


- Reinforced learning & mobility agreements 


to ensure recognition 
 


- Flexible and cost efficient support for 


language preparation 
 


- http://erasmusplusols.eu/it/ 


 


Improved Erasmus quality framework 



http://erasmusplusols.eu/it/

http://erasmusplusols.eu/it/

http://erasmusplusols.eu/it/

http://erasmusplusols.eu/it/

http://erasmusplusols.eu/it/

http://erasmusplusols.eu/it/





The 
European 
Language 
Label 
(ELL) 


The ELL award is well 
known for promoting  
innovation and 
excellence in language 
teaching and learning 
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School Education Gateway - for anyone 
involved or just interested in school education 


 Expert articles 


 Good practices 


 Discussion fora 


 Teacher academy 


 Erasmus+ partner 
search 


 and much more… 
http://www.schooleducationgate
way.eu/it/pub/theme_pages/lan
guage_learning.htm 


 



http://www.schooleducationgateway.eu/it/pub/theme_pages/language_learning.htm

http://www.schooleducationgateway.eu/it/pub/theme_pages/language_learning.htm

http://www.schooleducationgateway.eu/it/pub/theme_pages/language_learning.htm

http://www.schooleducationgateway.eu/it/pub/theme_pages/language_learning.htm





Examples of projects that have been awarded 
the European Language label 


  


• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3PI0
PBWUe94 


 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3PI0PBWUe94

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3PI0PBWUe94










 


 


Análisis del comportamiento de los calificadores 
de una prueba de Expresión escrita en el 


contexto de una prueba de dominio 


Juan	Miguel	Prieto	Hernández	
juanmi@usal.es	







Calificación de las pruebas de EIE 


–  Criterios y escalas de calificación (0-3 puntos). 
–  Dos calificaciones independientes.  
–  Reparto de las pruebas por parejas de calificadores. 


 
 


PROCEDIMIENTO DE CALIFICACIÓN 







Reparto de exámenes 


Calificador 10 Calificadora 12 


Originales	 copias	







Comparación de promedios de parejas 


¿Quién es más severo, 12 o 9? 


–  Pareja 1:  


–  Promedio de 
puntuaciones (1-100) 


 
 
•  Calificador 10: 2,35 


Calificador 12: 1,65 


–  Pareja 2:  


–  Promedio de 
puntuaciones (101-200) 


 


 •  Calificador 7: 2,05 
•  Calificador 9: 1,35 


10 12 7 9 







Limitaciones de la TCT 


•  En la TCT las mediciones obtenidas por diversas personas 
en diferentes tests no están en la misma escala. 


 
•  Los procedimientos de medición basados en la TCT no 


permiten determinar si las magnitudes de las 
calificaciones otorgadas por los examinadores se deben a 
que estos son excesivamente severos o benévolos o si la 
muestra calificada tiene alto o bajo nivel de competencia. 







TRI (Teoría de Respuesta al Ítem) 


•  Es uno de los modelos dicotómicos más conocidos de la TRI. 
  
•  Por medio de este modelo es posible representar el atributo 


objeto de la medición en una única dimensión en la que se 
sitúan conjuntamente personas e ítems. 


  
•  El nivel de aptitud de un candidato es independiente del test 


aplicado.  


Modelo de Rasch 







Many-Facet Rasch Measurement (MFRM) 


•  Pertenece a la familia de Rasch 
  
•  Es adecuado para analizar las respuestas a los ítems politómicos, que 


pueden clasificarse en más de dos categorías (tal y como puede 
suceder, por ejemplo, en los ítems de los tests de actuación). 


•  . 







Mapa de la variable 


TRI	(Modelo	de	Rasch)	


Prieto,	G.	(2011)		







Comparación de promedios de parejas 


¿Es 9 el más severo de todos? 


10 


12 


7 


9 


Mapa de la variable 







Nuevo procedimiento de reparto de exámenes 


1 
2 


3 


4 


5 


6 


7 


8 


9 


10 


11 


12 







TRI (Modelo de Rasch) 


Con	el	nuevo	procedimiento	de	reparto	
Mapa	de	la	variable	


Más	severo	


Más	benévolo	


¿Es 6 el más severo de todos? 


Prieto,	Juan	Miguel.	(2016)		
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Graham Seed  


Cambridge English Language Assessment 
 


Integrating  


technology with 


language assessment: 


Automated speaking 


assessment 







Linguaskill Speaking: Market requirements 


• Test for Higher Education, Workplaces 


• Quick turnaround 


• Flexible and lower-cost 


• General English – other ‘flavours’ possible 


• Multi-level 







Linguaskill 


Speaking: 


automarked test of 


speaking in 5 parts 







Part 1: Interview 







Part 2: Read Aloud 







Part 3: Presentation 







Part 4: Answerphone message 


with visual 







Part 5: Interview about a topic 







The Scoring Engine  


Speech 


Recognition 


Feature 


Extraction 


Scoring 


Model 


User 


Interface 


Free Speech 


Score reports 







Construct Coverage 







Research Questions 


1) How well did the auto-marker agree with human 


raters in scoring test responses?  


2) Do the tasks measure a similar speaking 


construct as the other tasks or a different 


construct?  


3) What were learners’ perceptions of the 


automated speaking test? 


 







Methodology 


Test-taking 
Post-test 


survey 


Empirical data 


Oral Responses 
Auto-marker 


Human raters 







Participants 


• 2612 English-language learners 


• 23 different countries  


• 44 different native languages 


• Mainly A2, B1, B2, C1 speakers 


 







Here are some pictures of the trial happening 







RQ1: Human-Machine Agreement 


1. Reliability of Human Rating 


 


 


 


2. Human vs Automarker Correlation 


 


 


Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Part 4 Part 5 Overall 


0.84 0.87 0.90 0.88 0.91 0.91 


Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Part 4 Part 5 Overall 


0.61 0.54 0.66 0.61 0.69 0.80 







RQ1: Human-Machine Agreement 


3. Percentage of Agreement (Overall CEFR level) 


Agreement Frequency % Cumulative % 


Exact (Same 


CEFR levels) 


1082 41.4 41.4 


Adjacent (+/- 1 


CEFR level) 


1252 47.9 89.3 


Misclassification 


(+/- 2 CEFR 


levels or more) 


278 10.7 100 


Total 2612 







RQ2: Factorial Validity of parts 







RQ3: Participants’ Perceptions 


1. Overall impression 







RQ3: Participants’ Perceptions 


2. Likert-scale questions 


 
Statements Strongly 


disagree/disagree 


Neutral Agree/ strongly 


agree 


Show my speaking ability  9% 21.4% 69.5% 


Clear instructions 3.2% 11.2% 85.6% 


Visuals clear and 


understandable 


5.8% 15.0% 79.2% 


Test tasks similar to real 


language use 


8.7% 26% 65.3% 


Comfortable speaking to a 


computer 


19.3% 26.9% 53.8% 


Noise in the test room 44.8% 21.2% 34.0% 


Technical issues 40.3% 20.5% 39.2% 


Nervous or worried 31.7% 26.4% 41.9% 







RQ3: Participants’ Perceptions 


3. Open-ended responses 


 


On test content: 


 


I find the topics relevant, not too easy nor difficult. I think 


that these topics are related to what normally happens in 


daily life. These are topics that most people learning 


English should master because they are what takes place 


in the real world. 


 







RQ3: Participants’ Perceptions 


3. Open-ended responses 


 


On test format: 


 


I always feel worried in exams, but as I hear the 


questions I felt more comfortable and relax. The speaking 


test was developed gradually, so you feel good when you 


notice that you start with a repetition, and then you 


answer easy questions, and then you have to think a little 


more to answer the final questions. 


 







RQ3: Participants’ Perceptions 
3. Open-ended responses 


 


On speaking to a computer: 


I like the new experience to talk with a computer, I felt less 
pressure than talking with a person. 


 


I felt free to talk to a computer just as if I was talking to a 
real person. 


 


I got little nervous because l cannot see a face. This 
system is efficient but little lonely. 


 


It could be a little bit easier and human interaction is lost 
and it is important when you use English in real life. 







Conclusions and Implications 


• Further training and development of auto-marker 


(more data, more features especially content 


relevance) 


• New future task types 


• Fine-grained feedback 


 


• Test-taker acceptance of automarking 







Thank you!  


Grazie! 








TESTING	PRE-SERVICE	TEACHERS’	
SPOKEN	ENGLISH	PROFICIENCY:
DESIGN,	WASHBACK	&	IMPACT


DANIEL	XERRI,	ODETTE	VASSALLO &	SARAH GRECH


UNIVERSITY	OF	MALTA







OVERVIEW	


• Why	was	the	speaking	test	developed?
• Which	‘proficiency’	is	relevant	to	the	test?
• What	does	the	literature	tell	us	about	English	for	teaching	
purposes?


• What	is	the	target	population?
• What	test	did	we	develop?
• What	might	the	test’s	washback	and	impact	be?







TEST	PURPOSE


• The	changing	ELT	world	and	the	emerging	varieties	of	English
• Growing	concern	with	pronunciation	
• Articulation	and	intelligibility	
• Avoid	falling	in	the	trap	of	‘native-speakerism’	(Holliday,	2006)







DEFINING	PROFICIENCY


• General	English	language	proficiency
• An	ESP-derived	approach	to	language	proficiency	







ENGLISH-FOR-TEACHING


• A	focused	approach	converts	the	problem	of	language	
improvement	from	one	of	general	proficiency	to	one	of	specialized	
contextual	language	use,	which	is	likely	to	be	more	efficient	in	
bringing	about	practical	impacts	on	teacher	classroom	efficacy	and	
student	learning	outcomes	(Freeman,	2017;	Freeman	et	al.,	2015)







TARGET	POPULATION	


• Pre-service	ELT	teachers
• whose	proficiency	level	is	at	C1.2	or	higher	on	the	CEFR	scale
• who	are	L1	and	L2	speakers	of	English	
• who	completed	a	teaching	methodology	course


• ELT	teachers	applying	for	a	teaching	permit	







SEPTT


• Spoken	English	Proficiency	Test	for	Teachers
• Meant	to	ensure	high	levels	of	spoken	English	proficiency	amongst	
English	Language	Teaching	(ELT)	practitioners


• Tests	candidates’	ability	to	use	spoken	English	for	a	variety	of	
functions,	including	conversing,	explaining,	presenting	
information,	and	giving	instructions	and	feedback	in	a	context	
specific	to	ELT











SEPTT MANUAL


• Rationale
• Theoretical	background
• Assessment	criteria
• Rating	procedures
• Description	of	each	part	of	the	test
• Procedures	to	be	followed	in	each	part
• Sample	test	materials
• FAQs







MEASURING	PERFORMANCE


• Performance	on	SEPTT	is	assessed	by	means	of	an	analytic rating	
scale


• Five	criteria	and	twenty	descriptors	corresponding	to	four	bands
• Candidates	attaining	Band	3	are	deemed	operational
• The	lowest	band	attained	for	a	specific	criterion	determines	the	
global	band	attained	in	the	test	







ASSESSMENT	CRITERIA


• Teacher	discourse
• Coherence	and	cohesion
• Pronunciation
• Vocabulary
• Grammar







RATING	PROCEDURES


• The	examiner	in	SEPTT	also	acts	as	an	interlocutor
• Every	single	part	of	the	test	is	timed
• Interaction	with	the	candidate	is	scripted
• Every	SEPTT	examiner	is	periodically	provided	with	rigorous	
training


• Every	single	test	is	recorded and	these	recordings	are	used	to	
regularly	monitor	examiners’	rating	performance







PART	1:	INTERVIEW:	THE	TEACHER


• 2-3	minutes
• An	introductory	interview	in	which	the	examiner	asks	questions	
about	the	candidate’s	interests,	plans,	and	training	in	relation	to	
ELT


• Questions	may	also	focus	on	the	candidate’s	views	about	teachers,	
teaching	and	learning		







PART	2:	LONG	TURN:	THE	LESSON


• 6-7	minutes
• A	three-minute	presentation	expressed	as	a	long	turn	by	the	
candidate


• Based	on	a	prompt	focusing	on	some	aspect	of	an	English	language	
lesson,	such	as	managing	the	classroom,	communicating	content,	
or	setting	up	an	activity


• Before	entering	the	test	room,	the	candidate	is	provided	with	ten	
minutes	in	which	to	examine	the	prompt


• Prior	to	the	presentation,	the	candidate	is	provided	with	three	
minutes	in	which	to	prepare	further







PART	3:	CONVERSATION:	INSTRUCTIONS	&	RESPONSE


• 4-5	minutes
• A	conversation	between	the	examiner	and	candidate	based	on	a	
given	scenario	related	to	the	prompt	in	Part	2


• Focuses	on	the	candidate’s	ability	to	respond	to	a	particular	lesson	
scenario	or	provide	instructions	to	learners


• The	candidate	is	given	one	minute	to	study	the	rubric	and	then	
asked	a	number	of	questions	about	it







CONSULTATION,	WASHBACK	&	IMPACT


• Test	development	driven	by	industry	requirements
• Consultation	meetings	with	industry	stakeholders,	including	DOSs
• Feedback	resulted	in	changes	to	test	manual
• Washback	on	pre-service	education
• Impact	on	teacher	recruitment







THANK	YOU!


• daniel.xerri@um.edu.mt
• odette.vassallo@um.edu.mt
• sarah.grech@um.edu.mt








George S. Ypsilandis & Anna Mouti


Aristotle University of Thessaloniki & University of Thessaly







 The Gate-keeping Effect


 Typical MC Test Items/Methods of Scoring


 The Fairness Issue


 Weighting Scenarios


 Past Studies


 The Present Study/ Research Method


 Subjects


 Instruments


 Procedure


 Results


 Item Analysis/Descriptive Statistics


 Degrees of Incorrectness MC Options/Distractors and Option-
Weighted Scoring


 Score Correlations and Differences


 Conclusions
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“Irrespective of whether language assessments are used appropriately or
inappropriately, they serve as both door-openers and gatekeepers. That
is, the decisions that are made on the basis of language assessments will
involve allocating resources, opportunities, or rewards to some while
denying these to others. Language assessments are used in the service of
a variety of decisions, including student selection, certification,
classification, tracking, promotion or retention in educational
programs, and allocating resources to schools. In order to assure that
the decisions that are made, at least in part on the basis of language
assessments, are fair and equitable, we must consider the specific uses
or decisions for which the test is intended and designed, and the
consequences of these decisions for different groups of individuals.”
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Based on test scores, decisions are made as to who gets what…


Cronbach considered the use of tests “as an impartial way to 
perform a political function – that of determining who gets what” 
(Cronbach, 1984: 5, cited by Bachman, 1990: 280),
Language assessments have a political function and may serve as 
both door-openers and gatekeepers (Bachman & Purpura, 2008).


Language testing is often/also performed through selected-
response items (i.e. True/False, Matching, Multiple Choice) in 
reality examining recognition skills. 


Clearly… these tests are easy and straightforward to correct, 
economical, and can be easily computerised. 







Who was the Prime Minister of the UK in the year 1988?


CORRECT ANSWER
Margaret Thatcher


1ST DISTRACTOR
John Mayor


2ND DISTRACTOR
Elton John


3RD DISTRACTOR
Liverpool FC







STEM - QUESTION


CORRECT ANSWER


1ST DISTRACTOR


2ND DISTRACTOR


3RD DISTRACTOR


1


0


0


0







Who was the Prime Minister of the UK in the year 1988?


CORRECT ANSWER
Margaret Thatcher


1ST DISTRACTOR
John Mayor VERY LIKABLE / VERY SUITABLE


2ND DISTRACTOR
Elton John LIKABLE / SUITABLE


3RD DISTRACTOR
Liverpool FC IRRELEVANT / TOTALLY WRONG


Lack of sensitivity


Two questions would need to be 
examined


‘Does it give a refined score of the test 
taker’s performance?’


‘Is it fair for the test-taker?’ 


1


0


0


0







Fairness has been considered a ‘fundamental concern’ in language 
testing, although ‘describing this has proven elusive’ (Bachman & 
Palmer, 2010: 127). 


Kunnan (2014:1-2): “Depending on the researcher’s perspective, 
fairness has meant “absence of bias,” “equal opportunity,” “equitable 
treatment,” “similar outcomes in terms of scores”… the first three are 
more political issues and only the third is about testing itself.


Xi (2010:154) defines fairness “as comparable validity for all the 
identifiable and relevant groups across all stages of assessment, from 
assessment conceptualization to the use of assessment results” this is 
more about testing itself
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BUT Zieky (2002: 2) claims that ‘there is no statistic that you 
can use to prove that the items in a test are fair, and there is 
no statistic that you can use to prove that the test as a whole 
is fair’ and “the best way to ensure test fairness is to build 
fairness into the development, administration, and scoring 
processes” if it can be included in the scoring processes then 
it can be statistically proved!
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 The present paper supports that the correct answers and various 
distractors could be differentially weighted according to their 
approximate correctness. 


 Option weighting approach may be implemented where MCQs contain 
distractors that are somewhat correct though they are not the 
best/correct/expected choice.
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 Small-scale, exploratory studies


 Both quantitative and qualitative analysis (Micro Impact)


 Three methods of scoring were examined: Dichotomous (1,0), 
Experimental Polychotomous (2, 1, 0,5, 0), Negative (2, 1, 0, -1)


 Negative scoring proved to be the most disadvantageous for the student and 
thus we left it out of this study for three reasons:


 A) it does not add to students refined examination of knowledge


 B) it is particularly disadvantageous for the student compared to the other 
two methods of scoring for no reason or for the wrong reasons (see C below)


 C) it is our belief that indeed there is no lucky guessing. Inferencing is 
supported by language awareness which is part of language knowledge 
(finding in our previous study, those who scored highly in the test also 
selected the very likely option when the correct was not selected, statistically 
significant correlation between the scores)
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STEM - QUESTION


CORRECT ANSWER


1ST DISTRACTOR ------ VERY LIKABLE / VERY SUITABLE


2ND DISTRACTOR ------ LIKABLE / SUITABLE


3RD DISTRACTOR ------ IRRELEVANT / TOTALLY WRONG


2


1


,5


0







STEM - QUESTION


CORRECT ANSWER


1ST DISTRACTOR ------ PLAUSIBLE


2ND DISTRACTOR ------ IRRELEVANT


3RD DISTRACTOR ------ IRRELEVANT / TOTALLY WRONG


1


,5


0







Two types of Subjects


A) 6 Judges examining the items and making a 
decision following the 


Correct/Very Likable/Irrelevant framework


B) 1922 Test Takers


 400 A1-A2


 1294 B1-B2


 228 C1
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N. OF MC EXERCISES IN 
THE TEST


N. OF ITEMS IN THE 
EXERCISE


LEVEL


1 10 A1-A2


2 15 B1-B2


2 27 C1
TOTAL (5) TOTAL (53)







Tests 
Completed by 
the Test-takers


Dichotomous 
Scoring 


Method (DSM) 


Weighted 
Options (Experts 
Judgments & Item 


Analysis)


Polychotomous 
Scoring Method, 


(ESM)


Data AnalysisResults


Conclusions &
Political 


decisions 16







 Real Test of the Greek State Certificate of Language 
Proficiency (GSCLP) for the Italian Language 
(completed in official testing conditions)


 All test-papers were collected (Reading and Language 
Awareness) but only the MC Items on Language 
Awareness were further examined


Two methods of scoring applied and tested


 Typical (Dichotomous 1 – 0)


 Experimental (Polychotomous 1 – 0,5 – 0)
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Dichotomous


Pattern


Polychotomous


Pattern


A/ 10 items 9 1


B/7 items 7 0


B/9 items 4 5


C/12 items 6 6


C/15 items 10 5


Total 53 items 36 (68%) 17 (32%)


The higher the level the 
more polychotomous items
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Item Correct Answer Very Likable 


answer


Distractor/


highest %


Judgments & 


Item Analysis 


verification


Α/1 Β (0,47) Α (0,48) A +


Β2/2 Α (0,59) Β (0,25) A +


Β2/4 Α (0,17) B (0,31) C (0,52) ?


B2/6 A (0,33) B (0,57) B +


B2/7 A (0,17) C (0,67) C +


B2/8 B (0,4) A (0,43) A +


C1.1/3 C (0,5) A (0,44) C +


C1.1/4 C (0,21) A (0,24)/B (0,55) B +


C1.1/7 A (0,54) B (0,08) A ?


C1.1/8 B (0,97) A/C B ?


C1.1/11 C (0,18) B (0,45) B +


C1.1/12 B (0,71) A (0,26) B +


C1.2/5 B (0,39) C (0,59) C +


C1.2/9 B (0,31) A (0,45) A +


C1.2/10 A (0,36) B (0,61) B +


C1.2/12 C (0,38) B (0,39) B +


C1.2/13 A (0,39) C (0,43) C +







2nd set of items/testlet (9 items)
 Dichotomous Facility Index =0,47


 Polychotmous FI=0,32


 Mean TDS=3,38 vs Mean EPS=4,5. 


 Pearson correlation coefficient : 0,937 (,000).


 T-test : t=72,941, df=1293 (,000)
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1st set of items/testlet (12 items)
 Dichotomous=0,67


 Polychotomous=0,39


 Mean TDS=7,36 vs Mean EPS=8,20


 Pearson correlation coefficient : 0,966 (,000)


 T-test : t=26,215, df=228 (,000)


2nd set of items/testlet (15 items)
 Dichotomous=0,73


 Polychotomous=0,40


 Mean TDS=8,22 vs Mean EPS=9,46


 Pearson correlation coefficient : 0,967 (,000)


 T-test : t=29,509, df=228 (,000)
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 Norm-referenced situations: increase of score (number of “correct” 
answers) may not have significant impact as the test-takers’ ranking 
remains the same (High Pearson correlations)


 Criterion-referenced situations: “where there exists a 
predetermined criterion for the students to meet, low scores would 
hurt those at the borderline” (Farhady, 1996:222), and the 
change/increase in the number of the correct answers may have a 
significant impact (statistically significant t-tests)


 Dichotomous Items seem easier than the Polychotomous Items. 
(Plausibility of the options/Transparency of the correct answer)







 Degrees of Incorrectness are more traceable and probably 
easier to construct at higher levels B2-C1 while at lower levels 
A1-B1 a polychotomous Pattern  may not be very effective or 
recognizable.


 Probably a polychotomous pattern could be better designed 
on items with more options/distractors (than the 3 in our 
study).
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 Distractors do have differential attractiveness to test takers (and 
can provide the basis for improving sensitivity in the scoring of 
item responses). 


 “The use of distractor information for test scoring is 
believed to increase the reliability of test scores, which in 
turn should lead to more accurate decisions in high-stakes 
pass-fail testing” Haladyna (2004:253). This could work as a 
reliability test in the case the test-taker has cheated. 
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 This Experimental Polychtomous Scoring Method provides a more 
fair and accurate score for those test-takers who show high level of 
target language awareness/interlanguage stage (by choosing a 
plausible answer and not a totally irrelevant usually through 
inferencing) particulalry for those close to the border line of 
passing/failing a test


 Indeed, Bachman & Palmer(1996: 205) recommended that test-
takers should be encouraged to make informed guesses and that 
‘this should be rewarded, preferably through partial credit scoring.


 “Making test-takers aware that very likable or likable options are 
awarded may indeed alter their perceptions on testing experiences 
and build a more ethical stance from their side towards the 
processes of testing.” (Tsopanoglou, Ypsilandis & Mouti (2014).
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 Investigating the impact of the scoring procedures in a 
test containing more (or only) polychtomous items


 Investigating test-taker’s attitude (stance) in test 
completion, once these are made aware of a 
polychtomous scoring method being implemented.


 ‘would awareness of a partial credit scoring procedure 
increase test-taker’s involvement and responsibility (or 
ethical stance) in answering the questions?’ and 


 ‘would the above change final results significantly?’
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Ana Acosta







About Studieskolen


• 40 years of experience teaching foreign languages


• 25 languages


• 6.000 course participants (2016)


• Test Centre for Cambridge English & TOEFL







Session agenda


• Why make language teachers digital?


• How to implement IT- Certification? 


• Hands-on activity – BYOD


• Testimonial


• How could this work in your school?







We make a living by providing our course participants 


with good experiences







professional, personal


and flexible







Why digital media


• Connect learning community 


and individual needs


• Involve the participants


• Reduced drop-out rate


in adult language teaching?







Ensure quality


Quality


Vision


Didactics/


methodology


Common 
development


Digital media







But what about the teachers?


• Education and courses for teachers


• Necessary!







Studieskolen’s language teachers’ IT certificate


• Relevant


• Obligatory (a teacher can not survive without these tools)


• Practical introduction to relevant tools combined with discussion of 


use in practise


• Easy – ready to use next week







How can we manage this?


• Smartboards


• Projectors


• Computer in every classroom


• IT-teaching labs







In-house courses for all teachers







From individual development to teacher


community







2013??? 2014  2015, 2016, 2017


• We are in year 5 of the certificate


• About 90 (out of 100) teachers have taken the basic 


modules (or have the competences) and we have run 


minimum 2 sessions for all elective modules


• All teachers use digital media (more or less)


• Teachers ask for more







IT- certification for langauge teaching


• Aim: to enable teachers to use digital media tools in a 


pedagogical and meaningful way


• Learning by doing







IT-Certificate: Overview







Moodle – Online digital platform







Focus on pedagogical purposes and not only


on technical use







Digital reference book


1.Digital version of the IT-certification modules


2.Digital toolbox for teachers


3.Pedagogical toolbox for teachers


IT-


CERTIFICATION


DIGITAL 


TOOLBOX


ABOUT 


THE 


PROJECT


PEDAGOGICAL 


TOOLBOX







Video and downloadable paper 


instructions







Digital toolbox


READING LISTENING


WRITING COMMUNICATION







Pedagogical toolbox


ABSOLUTE 


STARTERS


STARTERS


ROUND –UP 


ACTIVITIES


MID-WAY 


ACTIVITIES


COMMUNICATION 


ACTIVITIES


WRITING 


ACTIVITIES







Bring Your Own Device - BYOD


• Form groups of three


• Find a photo on your phone


• In turns – for one minute - tell your group about the photo in 


a language, which is not your native language


• What do you think about this activity?








Empowering learners for a 


demanding labour market 


The “Plurilingual Generation” program in Catalonia 


Montserrat Montagut 


Foreign Languages Unit. Ministry of Education (Catalonia) 


montse.montagut@gencat.cat 


@montsemo 



mailto:montse.montagut@gencat.cat
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21ST CENTURY LABOUR MARKET 


FACING A NEW PARADIGMA 







HIGH SKILLS FOR (NEW) JOBS 







TOP TEN SKILLS 


 Complex problem solving 


 Critical thinking 


 Creativity 


 People management 


 Coordinating with others 


 Emotional intelligence 


 Judgment and decision making 


 Service orientation 


 Negotiation 


 Cognitive flexibility 


Source: Future of Jobs Report, World Economic Forum 2016 


Strong communicative, social and 


collaboration skills are needed! 







Data from: EU Labour Force Survey  


Employment rate: age group 20-64 (Eurostat, 2015) 







TRANSFORMING EDUCATION 


 Rethinking Education: Investing in skills for better socio-economic 


outcomes (EC, 2012)  Quality + Accessibility + Funding 


 Raise basic skills levels; 


 Promote apprenticeships 


 Promote entrepreneurial skills 


 Improve foreign language skills 


 


 Languages for jobs - Providing multilingual communication skills for the 


labour market (EC, 2011) 


 Raising the general level of language competences 


 Broadening the range of languages taught 


 Re-orienting teaching contents towards professional purposes  


 Improving the training of staff 







 2011-12 EU Survey on Language Skills 


 42% of 15 year-old pupils tested attained level B1/B2 CEFR (first foreign 


language) 


 25% reached B1/B2 in a second foreign language 


 14% pupils lacked even a basic knowledge of one. 


 


 Conclusions on multilingualism and the development of language 


competences (Council of the European Union, 2014) 


 Promoting multilingualism; 


 Enhancing the quality an efficiency of language learning and teaching; 


 Exploring the potential of innovative approaches;  


 


 Improving the effectiveness of language learning (EC, 2014) 


 Content and language integrated learning (CLIL) 


 Computer Aided Language Learning (CALL) 


TRANSFORMING EDUCATION 







CATALAN EDUCATION POLICIES 


Competencies: 


Providing citizens in new generations with 
the necessary competencies for 
employability, sustainability and flexibility to 
face future unexpected challenges. 


Inclusion: 


Consolidating social cohesion 
with inclusive education, and enriching 
citizenship in diversity. 


Espronceda School 
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THE PLURILINGUAL EDUCATION STRATEGY 


http://xtec.gencat.cat/ca/projectes/plurilinguisme/ 


 Improve students linguistic and 


communicative competence through the 


implementation of an education model 


based on plurilingualism.  


Council of Europe (2007), Guide for the development of language 


education policies in Europe 


Council of Europe (2015), Plurilingual and intercultural 


education. Guide for the development and implementation of 


curricula 







METHODOLOGICAL APPROACHES 


 CONTENT AND LANGUAGE INTEGRATED LEARNING 


(LANGUAGES OF SCHOOLING & FOREIGN LANGUAGES 


 


 INTEGRATED LEARNING OF LANGUAGES 


 SUPPORT STRATEGIES: 


 LANGUAGES AWAKENING  


 INTERCOMPREHENSION 


 REAL OR VIRTUAL MOBILITY PROJECTS 


 PLURILINGUAL AND INTERCULTURAL ACTIVITIES 


 ... 


Council of Europe (2015), Plurilingual and intercultural 


education. Guide for the development and implementation of 


curricula 







PLURILINGUAL GENERATION 


 


Content and foreign language 


integrated learning 


Improving the effectiveness of language learning: CLIL and  computer  assisted language learning  (EC, 2014) 







 


GOALS 


 Increase, through CLIL, students’ exposure time to the foreign 


language; 


 Improve students’ communicative competence in a foreign 


language (English or French); 


 Help students to acquire 21st century skills and life-long learning 


strategies; 







 Foster the implementation of interdisciplinary school projects 


(project based learning and use of technology); 


 Support teachers’ collaboration (and team-teaching) 


 Assist head teachers in introducing organizational and 


curriculum design improvements;  


 Promote exchange of good classroom practices 


 


GOALS 







http://www.yomeanimoyvos.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/gente-hablando1.jpg 


https://1095028145.rsc.cdn77.org/wp-


content/uploads/2016/04/no-se-que-elegir.jpg 


http://eyeforpharmadrupalfs.s3.amazonaws.com/team_1.jpg 


Collaboration 


 


WHY CLIL/ÉMILE AND PBL? 







- Orator programme (1994) 


- Experimental Plan for Foreign Languages (2000) 


- Integral Plan for Foreign Languages (2012) 


- Erasmus (1987), Socrates I & II (1995-2006), Lifelong learning 


programme (2007-2014) 


PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE 
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- Design and implementation of a school project (what? / when? / how?) 


- Focus on the trinomial: PBL + CLIL + ICT 


- Three school year action plan (strategic planning) 


- New organizational structures (steering committee) 


- Intensive support provided by the Education Inspectorate  


WHAT’S NEW? 







PROGRAM FEATURES 


 







 


CONDITIONS 


• Participants: public funded schools of primary, secondary 


and post-secondary education (VET included); 


• Time period: three school years 


 


• Requirements:  


 School education project focused on plurilingual and 


intercultural education (specific aims)   


 Teaching staff (subject teachers) with knowledge of 


foreign language (minimum of B2 required) 


 Previous approval of staff and School Council 


 Signing, the head-teacher, a document of compromises 







 


COMMITMENTS 


 Constitution of a steering committee 


 Design and implementation of an action plan: initial diagnosis; 


objectives; timing; expected outcomes, teachers involved 


 Mechanism for the monitoring of the project deployment and 


evaluation of results (students’ competence, organization 


improvement, impact on the whole community) 


 Active participation and commitment with the training activities 


(directive and teaching staff) 


 Final activity report (Positive evaluation by the Education 


Inspectorate = Certificate of Innovation) 







 


TRAINING 


 10 hours for directive staff 


 Advice on design of the action plan, monitoring strategies 


and evaluating mechanisms;  


 90 hours for teaching staff (mathematics, natural and social 


sciences, history, chemistry, etc.) 


 Project Based Learning and CLIL; 


 Use of technology for educational purposes; 


 Intercomprehension strategies (French groups) 


 Complementary workshops (15 hours) on speaking, classroom 


language, language assessment in a CLIL context...) 







 


 


  


 


TRAINING 


• Trainers: 


 Teachers of the Education system (civil 


servants)  


• With the collaboration of: 


 Autonomous University of Barcelona (UAB) and 


University of Barcelona (UB) 


 British Council 


 Oxford University Press, Trinity College, Cambridge 


University Press, International House 







 New schools per year: 


 2013: 53 


 2014: 104 


 2015: 112 


 2016: 114 


TOTAL: 383 schools (48,6% primary education; 46,9% secondary education; 


4,4% both) 


 


 Teachers (training certificate) 


 2015: 90 


 2016: 191 


 2017: 270 participants (certification data: pending)   


 


SOME DATA 
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CC 


10 


BLL 


12 


VOC 


13 


MVO 


11 


CEB 


13 


GI  


16 


BCO 


10 


TA 


11  


TEB 


6 


LL  


12 


104 English 


4 French 


6 English & 


French 


 


270 teachers 


114 new schools in the GEP edition 2016-18 







Content and foreign language learning for 
everybody  


Promotes collaborative work among students. 


Overall improvement of the language skills 
(foreign language & language of schooling) 


Fosters interdisciplinary work and teachers’ team 
working  


Adds motivation and satisfaction to the students’ 
learning process 


 


THE PARTICIPANTS POINT OF VIEW 







“[...] to provide students with a solid 


communicative and plurilingual competence that 


contributes to their academic growth and 


subsequent job placement and that enables them 


to interact with a global world in a critical way.” 







montse.montagut@gencat.cat 


@montsemo 
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Cut scores for 


combined constructs 
Beate Zeidler 







09.05.2017 2 


One exam 


Several skills 


Compound result across skills 


but testing methods vary 


and your PLDs are per skill 
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Programme 


• The examination 


• Issues 


• Standard setting method and results 


• Discussion 


One exam 


Several skills 


Compound result across skills 


but testing methods vary 


and your PLDs are per skill 
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The examination: fide Sprachnachweis 
Speaking and 


Listening 


component 


 


Reading and 


Writing 


component 


 


Level 1 


 


Level 2 
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100% 


 


 


 


 


 


 


0% 


 


 


100% 


 


 


 


 


 


 


0% 


 


 


100% 


 


 


 


 


 


 


0% 


 


 


100% 


 


 


 


 


 


 


0% 


 


 


Speaking and 


Listening 


component 


 


Reading and 


Writing 


component 


 


below A1 


 


A1 


 


A2 


 


below A2 


 


A2 


 


B1 


 


Two cut scores  


for each  


component 


 


Each component 


contains  


heterogeneous 


performance 


samples (rec-prod) 


 


different task+ 


item types (open/ 


mc / mm /  


short answer) 


 


Plus: cut scores 


must relate to  


CEFR levels 


Level 1 


 


Level 2 
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The problem 


Issues ... 


Theoretical: 


• From a construct point of view: Scores to be combined from different skills, 


although the reference system does not have such performance level 


descriptors 


• From a measurement point of view: Do these different skills constitute 


dimensions of their own that are too far apart to be combined meaningfully?  


Practical: 


• How can a Standard setting be conducted that takes these features of the 


examination into account?  
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The problem 


Issues ... 


Theoretical: 


• From a construct point of view: Scores to be combined from different skills, 


although the reference system does not have such performance level 


descriptors 


• From a measurement point of view: Do these different skills constitute 


dimensions of their own that are too far apart to be combined meaningfully?  


Practical: 


• How can a Standard setting be conducted that takes these features of the 


examination into account?  


Not uncommon ... 


Food for thought: What does it  


mean for the claim  


of „an exam“ to be „at a level“? 


Factor analysis ... yes,  


two dimensions 


Equal weighting was  


proposed and accepted 
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The Manual‘s take on this: 


 


„One can take different viewpoints regarding such a situation. Two viewpoints are 


discussed, a compensatory and a conjunctive approach. It is argued that both 


approaches, if applied to the extreme, can lead to unacceptable results; a 


reasonable solution in the form of a compromise is discussed as well.“ 


 


The Manual for Relating Language Examinations to the CEFR adresses the problem in section 


6.10.1 (Standard setting across skills): 


 


„In some settings the requirement might be to report one single, global result as to an 


examination candidate‘s CEFR level, while the examination itself may consist of three or 


more parts, with each of these subtests addressing a different skill.“ 


„At a level“? 


Decision of examination board 


(just an aside) 
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Plausible, because each test consists of 


different items anyway, not all of which will 


probably measure the same thing: „test scores 


are per definition compensatory in nature“. 


But if a test is „more heterogeneous“, „it is 


important that a thorough study is undertaken 


to investigate the extent to which a 


unidimensional approach is appropriate.“ 


(Manual) 


The alternative: the standard has to 


be met in each separate part. 


Disadvantage: too strict.  


 
cf. McBee, M.P., Peters, S.J., Waterman, C 


(2014), Combining Scores in Multiple-Criteria 


Assessment Systems: The Impact of  


Combination Rule, Gifted Child Quarterly 2014, 


Vol 58(1) 69–89 
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Plausible, because each test consists of 


different items anyway, not all of which will 


probably measure the same thing: „test scores 


are per definition compensatory in nature“. 


But if a test is „more heterogeneous“, „it is 


important that a thorough study is undertaken 


to investigate the extent to which a 


unidimensional approach is appropriate.“ 


(Manual) 


The alternative: the standard has to 


be met in each separate part. 


Disadvantage: too strict.  


 
cf. McBee, M.P., Peters, S.J., Waterman, C 


(2014), Combining Scores in Multiple-Criteria 


Assessment Systems: The Impact of  


Combination Rule, Gifted Child Quarterly 2014, 


Vol 58(1) 69–89 


  


„Technical“ suggestion 


 


but no real solution of our 


theoretical or practical 


issues ... 
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• No „combined“ PLDs: Choice of candidate-centered method: working 


from the idea of an „A1 candidate“, „A2 candidate“ etc. that each judge 


has, and aiming at externalising these individual ideas and combining 


them 


Since performance level descriptors do not exist, tap expert‘s minds for it in 


a meaningful way by making use of their idea of „an A2 person“ 


• Dimensionality: Address dimensionality by starting out with judging 


skill by skill, then move on to judging across skills 


• Approach: Compensatory strategy was part of specification, but keep 


an open mind as to conjunctive elements 


• Different number of items: use percentage scores 


 


Addressing the issues 
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• No „combined“ PLDs: Choice of candidate-centered method: working 


from the idea of an „A1 candidate“, „A2 candidate“ etc. that each judge 


has, and aiming at externalising these individual ideas and combining 


them 


Since performance level descriptors do not exist, tap expert‘s minds for 


it in a meaningful way by making use of their idea of „an A2 person“ 


• Dimensionality: Address dimensionality by starting out with judging 


skill by skill, then move on to judging across skills 


• Approach: Compensatory strategy was part of specification, but keep 


an open mind as to conjunctive elements 


• Different number of items: use percentage scores 


 


Addressing the issues 







• Separate cut scores for the receptive skills were not required.  


 


• However, a standard setting-type activity was conducted to establish a good idea of the 


characteristics and of the difficulty of the receptive items in each judge‘s mind. This served 


as input for the standard setting for the combined skills. 


 


• Method: Grosse / Wright (~ modified Angoff) 


 


• Judges‘ perception of the items could be shown to be consistent with the empirical item 


difficulties, so that they probably formed a realistic idea of the items‘ difficulty (Kaftandjieva‘s 


Misplacement Index in all cases above 0.64=at least acceptable, in most cases good). 
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We want our judges to look at receptive and productive 


performance at the same time. 


Preparatory phase: Getting an idea of the receptive 


items 
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Receptive + Productive Skills 
Preparation:  


 


Development of scoring criteria in several rounds 


Assessment of each candidate by two trained raters using these criteria so that every 


candidate has a score in Speaking and Writing (percentage of max. points) 


Choice of  


• 20 candidates Reading/Writing 1 


• 20 candidates Reading/Writing 2 


• 4 candidates Listening/Speaking 1 


• 5 candidates Listening/Speaking 2 


 


Criteria: 


• Spread over spectrum of abilities 


• For R/W: Inclusion of some predictably problematic cases (candidate wrote nothing 


at all/not to the topic; differences in receptive vs. productive ability) 


 







Process 


 


• 12 judges 


• 2 days (of three days in all) 


• Three phases: explaining the method, discussing the target level in terms 


of CEFR; judging what level each candidate has reached, taking their 


receptive performance into consideration 


• Candidate percentage scores 


• Two rounds (initial judgement, modification of initial judgement) 
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Receptive + Productive Skills 


cf. Sweeney, K.P. & Ferdous, A. (2007) Variations of the “Body of Work” standard setting method. Paper Presented at the Annual meeting of the 


National Council on Measurement in Education, Chicago. 
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Input for judges: Candidate case files 


Booklet with 2 pages for each of 20 candidates (W)/1 page plus video, 4+5 cand (S):   


Performance in Reading 


items 


Productive writing:  


Candidate‘s text 


.... 


Performance in  


Writing-related items 


Receptive + Productive Skills 


Productive Receptive 
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Judges‘ task 1: assess each candidate as to overall level 


.... 


overall level for this candidate 


Merging the two skills is done in each judge‘s mind. Judges are reminded that it 


will be possible to compensate for weak performance in one skill by better 


performance in the other skill, and to mark problematic cases for discussion.  


Receptive + Productive Skills 
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Judges‘ task 2: propose percentage cut score 


proposed cut score 


Based on each candidate‘s assessment, judges decide which candidate is the 


weakest one who would attain the level in question, and who would be the top 


failing candidate. 


The cut score must be at or between their scores. Each judge extrapolates it. 


Receptive + Productive Skills 
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Judges‘ agreement after round 1 (independent judgements) 


Receptive + Productive Skills 


P
e
rc


e
n


ta
g


e
 s


c
o


re
s
 







Judges‘ discussion 
  


Are the level assessments on the whole plausible? 


Looking in detail at candidates near the cut scores: are they placed correctly? 


Looking at diverging abilities: are these candidates placed in a plausible way? Must 


decision rules be introduced for such cases? 


 possibility of modifying own cut score 


 


Decision rule from discussion: 


 


A minimum score of 6% has to be reached in each skill. The rationale for this is: 


Speaking 1: at least 3 points (Speaking 1) or 4 points (Speaking 2) = at least A1 in 


all content criteria, or minimum competence in language criteria 


 


Writing: 0 points in Productive writing possible, but in this case at least 24% of 


points in Writing-related items 


 


Receptive skills: at least one item (but this is practically not an issue: in all cases 


candidates were weaker in the productive skills) 
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compensatory model with conjunctive element 


Receptive + Productive Skills 







Judges‘ confidence in result 
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Receptive + Productive Skills 







Thank you! 
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Measuring (linguistic) integration? 


German tests for migrants 


 


 
Sibylle Plassmann 


ALTE Conference Bologna, 4 May 2017 


 







Who are the stakeholders? 


• Migrants who need to communicate 


• A society with many demands 


• Politicans who need to ensure integration 


• Authorities who cant afford to get things wrong 


• Teachers who want to do a good job 


• Test providers who have to bring it all together 
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Integration through language learning? 


• What is integration? 


 


• What does language have to do with it? 


 


• What is language? 
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Some facets of integration 
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Residence 
status


Language 


Education/ 
Job 


School for 
children 


Contacts 
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Residence 
status


Language 


Education/ 
Job 


School for 
children 


Contacts 







Learning in a second language context 
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Needs-oriented curricula and tests 


A course and test for migrants should focus on 


• real-life situations, 


• communication skills, 


• strategies for dealing with situations above 


their language level. 
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A1 descriptors in foreign language and second language contexts  
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Rahmencurriculum für Integrationskurse; 


Erorientierung und Deutsch lernen für Asylbewerber, 


Lernzeilbeschreibung Start Deutsch 
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Rahmencurriculum für Integrationskurse; 


Erorientierung und Deutsch lernen für Asylbewerber, 


Lernzeilbeschreibung Start Deutsch 


Can make specific  


requests at a  


helpdesk … 


Learners know the 


usual options and  


their rights when  


shopping. 


Can recognize familiar  


names, words … in the  


most usual everyday  


situations. 







Language should be used, not studied. 


Language use, embracing language 


learning, comprises the actions 


performed by persons who as 


individuals and as social agents develop 


a range of competences, both general 


and in particular communicative 


language competences.  
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CEFR, p. 9.   







Language learning comprises more than 


just language. 
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ALTE/Council of Europe: Manual for Language Test 


Development and Examining. Strassbourg 2011. p. 11.   







Demand ones rights as a consumer 
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Demand ones rights as a consumer 
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You have ordered a new TV (type LE 300) last week from 


Promidos. The TV was supposed to cost €159. Yesterday, 


a TV type LE 500 was delivered. You received an invoice 


for €199. 


 


Write a letter to Promidos and explain the situation. […] 


 Why did you order from this company? 


 Why are you not content? 


 What do you want? 


 What do you do if they dont react? 







Change of perspective 
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The Minister of the 


Interior 


on Integration 
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Covered in  


language tests 


Covered in knowledge 


of society test 







Test Life in Germany  Leben in Deutschland 
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http://oet.bamf.de/pls/oetut/f?p=534:1:0 


Which one is the 


coat of arms 


of the  


Federal Republic  


of Germany?  
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A female superior  


asks a male member  


of staff to get  


something done. 
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Oral Exam:  


solving a task 


together 
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To sum up 


A language test for migrants … 


• can cover decision-makers’ demands (in more 


ways than they think) 


• has to respect the migrants’ needs (differ from 


general/ academic tests) 


• can play a part in the process of integration 
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Caveat 


There is no guarantee for 


successful integration no 


matter how well designed 


your language test is. 
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Thank you! 
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Dr Sibylle Plassmann 


 


+49-(0)69-956246-52 


s.plassmann@telc.net 


 


 








Designing a principled approach for rater 
training and norming protocols: 
Integrating theory and practice
ALTE, May 3, 2017
Bologna, Italy


Dan Reed
Aaron Ohlrogge
Heekyoung Kim


Michigan State University



Presenter

Presentation Notes

We develop and administer tests for the English Language Center at Michigan State University.  This is where we work.  We are fortunate to also have a PhD program in Second Language Studies in our building – in fact, on our floor – and several students and faculty members have been doing research to help us validate our tests and improve them.







Overview
Our aim:  A principled framework for practice and 
research 
(accumulation of experiences  principles 
organized into a useful frmaework)


• New rater training 
• Norming
• Monitoring and providing feedback
• Rater role in test development or revision
• Moving forward (implications for research and 


practice, and practice and research…)



Presenter

Presentation Notes

We are attempting to organize the principles (what’s known about rating and rater training) into a framework for research and practice, or practice and research.  Of course we are already practicing, so we can’t wait for research to provide all of the principles, but we can add research where it’s needed most to improve our program each year.  Our overall aim is to better define a research agenda so that we, and the PhD students and SLS faculty members at MSU, can do research that advances our fields and improves our practices.







The roles of raters, is it:
• Minor/marginal? (apply rubric in a straight-


forward manner as trained)


• Or, major/central? (complex interpretation 
of observed performances in terms of a 
rubric, benchmarks and personal notions of 
what it means to demonstrate language 
ability)



Presenter

Presentation Notes

Sometimes when you read articles about raters, you get the feeling that they are being treated like “items” in the sense that they are just doing a routine job, and they tend to ”err” by being too harsh or too lenient, much like items can be too difficult or too easy.  But items are fixed – they don’t change from one administration to another.  Raters do.  As we’ll see, they are constantly thinking, evaluating, changing their minds, and attempting to resolve uncertainty -  striving to make judgements about the language ability of candidates based on scant evidence.







Participant 
Characteristics


Task 
Characteristics


Language 
Characteristics


TLU Domain 
Characteristics


Performance ?


4


3


2


1


4


3


2


1
Test Criteria Rater’s 


Personal 
Criteria


Rater


Uncertain
Match to Scale 


Descriptors


Explicit
Rater 


Decision


Elaboration of Reed & Cohen (2001)


Benchmarks


“…the compromise between the 
underlying uncertainty of language testing 
and its need for explicitness” (Davies 
1990: 7)



Presenter

Presentation Notes

Let’s say the rater is at the center of it all.  Note that raters have to have some degree of awareness of the same factors that test designers/developers take into account.  They also are central in creating what Alan Davies referred to as “…the compromise between the underlying uncertainty of language testing and its need for explicitness.”   You can also think of raters as judges or jurors (at the center of the whole process, as opposed to serving a peripheral purpose).  They have their own opinions, but apply the “law” (rubric descriptors) in conjunction with “precedents” (benchmark samples, exemplars).  A “verdict” is the score.  “Justice” is of course the “true score.”







A key distinction


• Rater agreement (“inter-rater agreement” 
or agreement with other raters)


• Validity agreement (agreement with pre-
established ratings assumed to be correct, 
the “gold standard”)



Presenter

Presentation Notes

Ideally, stats related to both “rater agreement” and “validity agreement” can serve as the basis for monitoring rater behavior and providing feedback.







New rater training (recruit, 
familiarize, apply)


• Recruit (decide minimum qualifications)


• Familiarize raters with the standards the test is aligned to (e.g., 
CEFR) and describe the ability you want to measure [RQ: How?]


• Orient raters to the particular exam’s descriptors and scale(s) 
(Note “orient” vs. “train”) [RQs]


• Present them with benchmark performances (annotated)


• Create calibrated samples for practice and testing/qualification 
(RQs: How many? At what levels? How is the “gold standard” 
established)


• In-person discussion vs. standalone rating justifications (RTKs, 
online rater training)(rater preferences vary)



Presenter

Presentation Notes

Decisions, decisions…. Principles are needed to make all of these decisions.  RQs (research questions) are everywhere we look.







Regarding “validity agreement” 
and the gold standards…


what makes a good calibration 
sample for rater norming 


sessions?







Agreement and reliability: base training on what 
we agree on, not what we disagree on


• Middle of bands, not extremes
• “Everyone” should agree on the benchmark 


ratings; not everyone will agree on essays in 
between


• Benchmarks should be farther apart on the scale 
than what raters will typically see later, but 
establishing certainty is better than starting with 
uncertainty. 


• Prototypes for each scale level (common profiles 
w/ respect to rating categories)







Criteria for creating a set of 
sample performances


• Include at least one essay from each band 
on the rubric, but with a greater proportion 
from the middle bands 


• Include at least some essays that have been 
used in previous norming sessions, similar to 
the concept of “common items” on a test


• Emphasize to raters that they should rate 
each essay with respect to the rubric, not by 
comparing the essays to each other



Presenter

Presentation Notes

Consider factors that could cause raters to take into account artificial criteria – for example, if the sets always and only include one essay from each band, then raters might treat the set like a matching activity, comparing essays to each other, but not the rubric







Life cycle of a calibration sample (1) 
Reliability


Samples are chosen for consideration by:
• Matching scores by experienced raters
• Samples evaluated by a score review 


committee (experienced raters) (4-6 total 
ratings already provided)







Life cycle of a calibration sample 
(2): Minimize construct-irrelevant 


variance 
Once chosen for consideration, samples are 
reviewed with attention to –
• content – nothing distracting or highly unique 


(positive or negative)
• task – appropriate for a given band, no question of 


being off topic
• length – typical for the representative band
• clarity – legibility or recording quality
• Preference for “plain” samples that have very few 


marked features



Presenter

Presentation Notes

There is sometimes a temptation to include essays that have some entertainment value; a funny line or strange feature, but just like items on a test, this raises raters’ affective filter and can cause them to overreact in some way or another.Of course, raters will encounter essays that have distracting content, off topic content, unusually short or long length, and illegible essays (if handwritten), but we think these are best dealt with in a separate and dedicated section of training, like “how to deal with off topic essays” – we use the calibration sets to qualify raters for live rating (and sometimes disqualify), so we would like to keep those noncontroversial. 







Life cycle of a calibration sample 
(3): Packaging and distribution


• Samples are assembled into calibration 
sets


• Raters score each essay in the set, 
receive immediate feedback and 
justification


• Strong reliance on rubric language



Presenter

Presentation Notes

Relying on rubric language helps limit construct irrelevant variance too—you can ensure you’re not basing scores off things that aren’t on the rubric. Also helps keep things clear for raters, e.g. if rubric has a category labelled ‘intelligibility’, try not to use ‘clarity’ or ‘clear pronunciation’ in the description







MID-RANGE ESSAYS TEND TO 
HAVE LESS CONSENSUS


1.34


1.83


2.05 1.98


1.50


4-5 8-9 11-13 15-17 19-20


Essays that had a given score of 4-5 had an average standard deviation of 1.34 when scored by about 
50 raters on a training site. 
Each score category includes 5-10 different essays.


Average standard deviation for essays on a rater training site
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Presentation Notes

There’s more disagreement in the middle of the scale







MID-RANGE ESSAYS TEND TO 
HAVE LESS CONSENSUS


Validity agreement weaker in the middle


74%


56%
52%


48%


60%


4-5 8-9 11-13 15-17 19-20


For essays that had a given score of 4-5, 74% of about 50 raters gave a matching score on a training 
site.
Each score category includes 5-10 different essays.


Average percent matching with given score
(within 1 point of given score)







Principles at different levels


• Principles of general performance testing


• Principles of language assessment


• Principles of integrated vs. single skills


• Specifications for particular language tests



Presenter

Presentation Notes

You have to address all levels.







Research questions


• Acceptable levels of rater agreement? 
For MSU Exams, “yes,” with current criteria for 


requiring third rating (around .80 for both B2 and C2)


• More reliable at certain scale levels? 
• Not minor vs. major borders OPI (Thompson, 


1995; Reed and Halleck, 1997)
• MSU Exams C2 “validity agreement” slightly higher 


than B2 during norming sessions (81/100 vs. 
86/100)



Presenter

Presentation Notes

After a third rater is brought in to help resolve discrepancies between “rater 1” and “rater 2,” we select a “Final rater 1” and “Final rater 2” (the two whose ratings are closest) and end up with a much higher inter-rater correlation when looking only at ratings that actually were used to compute final scores.Irene Thompson: Inter-rater reliability of the ACTFL Oral Proficiency Interview in five European Languages: Data from English, French, German, Russian, and Spanish. (1995). Foreign Language Annals, 28(3), 407-422. 







Moving forward (implications 
for research and practice)


• Continue to accumulate information on 
successful practices


• Conduct basic and applied research
• Test development (incl. piloting rubric and 


rater training procedures) takes research into 
account as is merited and feasible


• Operational testing – balance practicality and 
research implications







Final thoughts on developing a 
principled framework for rater 


training
Raters and test developers (and researchers) 
must work collaboratively to create a reasonable


“…compromise between the underlying 
uncertainty of language testing and its need for 
explicitness” (Davies 1990: 7)



Presenter

Presentation Notes

Research and practice lead to changes in an iterative fashion, and improvements should be ongoing for the life of each testing program.
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External English language 
assessment  in Portugal 


Outcomes 


Jane Lloyd 







Welcome 


There is no need to take notes  


You can email me for a pdf  of the ppt: Lloyd.j@cambridgeenglish.org 
There are also some booklets available today with the full report. 
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Context and 
Aims 


Overview 







English proficiency of Grade 9 pupils  


Instituto de Avaliação Educativa, I.P. (IAVE) 
Portuguese National Examination Board 
Cambridge English Language Assessment 
Exam Provider 
 
In 2013, Portugal became the first country in the world to 
introduce a standard Cambridge English exam as a 
mandatory external assessment nationwide. 


• 2013: Cambridge English: Key for Schools (A2) 
• 2014: Cambridge English: Preliminary for Schools (B1) 
• Overview of the English language environment 
• Attitudes and beliefs of pupils towards learning 


English 
• Identify characteristics associated with higher English 


language performance 


Key points: 


Ministry of Education and Science 







Everyone should be proficient in English 
following seven years of mandatory 


education. Ideally children should finish 
school at B1 or B2 level. 


 
 


Nuno Crato 


Minister of Education 


Interview feedback 


We need to change the way the new 
generation sees assessment, we are still 
assessed the way our grandparents were 


assessed. 


Helder Sousa 


President of Exam Board 


Portugal Portugal 







The announcement of the introduction of 
KEY for Schools was a small bomb in the 
heart of English teachers in Portugal. …. 


 
It’s a commendable and interesting 


initiative.  


Alberto Gaspar  


APPI President 


Interview feedback 


It’s good to make us step outside our 
comfort zone.  


Leonor 
 


It’s important that public schools offer this 
opportunity to have an internationally 


recognised English certificate.  


Claudia 


Parents 


Portugal Portugal 







Pupils, Teachers 
and Parents 


Survey data 







Motivation/attitudes 
Exposure to English  
Exposure to other foreign languages  
English ability/proficiency 


Attitude towards English 


Perceptions of teaching, learning 
and assessment 


Attitude towards assessment 


Motivation/attitudes 
Exposure to English 
Parental proficiency 
Parental involvement in school life 


Characteristics of the home 
environment 


Motivation/attitudes  


Characteristics of the 
learning environment 


Research Constructs 
Questionnaire, test scores & certificate enrolment data 


91,464 Grade 9 pupils 







Survey findings 


80% 
Pupils think English is 


important for accessing 
information on the internet 


Around 80% of pupils enjoy 
their lessons at school and like 


English generally. 
 


Reasons for studying English: 
getting a good job, travel, 


interaction with non-speakers 
of Portuguese and access to a 


good university or college.  


Motivation to learn 


80% 
Pupils think that tests help 
them to focus on what they 


need to learn 


Over 60% of pupils said their 
teacher gave them 


information about their 
strengths & weaknesses after 


taking an English test. 
 


75% of pupils think it is 
important to have a 


certificate. 


Assessment 


60% 
Pupils report using English to 
speak to tourists or visitors 


 


The most frequent use of 
English is listening to songs, or 
watching TV programmes and 


films in English. 
 


The majority of parents were 
perceived to be below the 
target level of the exam. 


 


Beyond the classroom 







English in the classroom 


Pupils report frequent use of 
English in class by the teacher 


Use of English 


Pupils identified Writing and 
Speaking as most in need of 
improvement  


Skills 


Pupils felt that most time was 
spent on Writing and 
Grammar 


Class time 







Grade 9 pupils 


Exam data 







Factors positively associated with English language ability 
 


Which of the following factors do you think have an association with 
higher scores? 


Parental involvement in school life 


Pupil enjoyment of English lessons 


Feedback on test performance 


Use of pair work and group work 


1 


2 


4 


3 


Pupil engagement with English 
songs and TV programmes 


Use of websites or playing 
computer games in English 


Feeling confident using English 


Talking to the teacher in English 


5 


6 


8 


7 







Factors positively associated with English language ability 
 


Which of the following factors do you think have an association with 
higher scores? 


Parental involvement in school life 


Pupil enjoyment of English lessons 


Feedback on test performance 


Use of pair work and group work 


1 


2 


4 


3 


Pupil engagement with English 
songs and TV programmes 


Use of websites or playing 
computer games in English 


Feeling confident using English 


Talking to the teacher in English 


5 


6 


8 


7 







Factors positively associated with English language ability 
(Regression analysis) 


There is a relationship between higher scores  
and the following factors: 


A positive attitude to English (+2 
R/L +3 Sp +4 W) 


Teacher interaction with individual 
pupils (+3) 


A generally positive attitude to 
assessment (+5 Sp R +6 L +7 W) 


Pupils’ aspiration to a CEFR level at 
or beyond the level of the exam  
(+2) 


1 


2 


4 


3 


Regular activity and exposure to 
English outside the classroom (+3) 


Feeling that English is important for 
using the internet (+1) 


Feeling that the ability to speak to 
non-Portuguese speakers is 
important (+1) 


A higher level of parental English 
language ability (+1) 


5 


6 


8 


7 







The importance of Speaking 


There is a relationship between 
engagement in Speaking activities and 
an increase in scores in all four skills 


Positive responses to these questions: 


• How often do you talk to your teacher in 
English? 


• How often do you talk in English? 
• How often do you speak to tourists or 


visitors in English, or use English abroad or 
on holiday? 


• How often do you use English to talk to 
people who don’t speak Portuguese? 







How do you feel about taking 
English exams in general? (+5.185) 
 
What level of English would you like 
to achieve? (+2.559) 


Reading 


How do you feel about taking 
English exams in general? (+6.430) 
 
Tests are important because they 
motivate me to study. (-.738)  


Listening 


How do you feel about taking 
English exams in general? (+6.902) 
 
Tests are important because they 
help me focus on what I need to 
learn. (+1.001) 


Writing 


How do you feel about taking 
English exams in general? (+5.716) 
 
It is essential to have an 
internationally recognised 
certificate of English proficiency. 
(+0.572) 


Speaking 


There is a relationship between these attitudes and  
scores in these skills 







Thank you 


Any questions? 


You can email me for a pdf  of the ppt: Lloyd.j@cambridgeenglish.org 
There are also some booklets available today with the full report. 
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Overview


ü Study background
ü Study questions
ü Theoretical framework
ü Methodology
ü Sample Data
ü Test validation
ü Results
ü Implications:
1) Difficulties encountered
2) Approach advantages







Background


The student acquires linguistic-communicative competences 
equivalent to the CEFR level B2. The student can produce oral and 
written texts (in order to report, describe and argue) and reflects on 
the formal characteristics of texts he/she produces in order to 
demonstrate an acceptable level of fluency. 


In particular, the fifth grade of the lyceum serves to consolidate the 
methods of study of the foreign language by learning non-language 
content, in accordance with the cultural characteristics of each lyceum 
and the development of personal and professional interests.


Retrieved from: Indicazioni Nazionali http://www.indire.it/lucabas/lkmw_file/licei2010/i
ndicazioni_nuovo_impaginato/_decreto_indicazioni_nazionali.pdf


Italian Ministry of Education Guidelines







Study Questions


1) the feasibility of employing a theoretical model of 
English language knowledge (Bachman and Palmer, 2013) to 
design a performance-based test and analytic and 
holistic scales that would adequately assess the written and 
spoken competence in English of first-year university students 
of the Sapienza University of Rome


2) test validation within the university context for the test 
takers in question


3) the feasibility of employing such a test at the Sapienza 
University considering the financial and other practical 
implications (cost-effectiveness, rater training, etc.).







Theoretical Framework







Methodology


§ performance-based assessment (CEFR B2)


§ written and spoken English tasks:


2 written tasks and 2 role-plays


§ analytic rating scales based on the Bachman and Palmer’s 


model of language competence / knowledge


§ holistic rating scales


§ student questionnaire


§ first-year University students as sample, 


second-year University students as pilot sample


§ raters







Analytic Scales
ORGANIZATIONAL KNOWLEDGE


Grammatical Knowledge Textual Knowledge


Vocabulary Syntax Graphology Cohesion Rhetorical Knowledge


0 Not enough to assess Not enough to assess Not enough to assess Not enough to assess Not enough to assess


1 Limited, a few words or 
phrases appropriate to 
the level; not enough to 
express himself/herself 
clearly


Limited range of 
morphological and 
syntactic structures, 
most often incorrectly 
used and/or basic 
structures used correctly


Frequent errors of 
spelling, punctuation 
and capitalization; parts 
of the text impossible to 
understand


Little cohesion; 
relationships between 
sentences not marked or 
few attempts to mark 
them


Little rhetorical 
knowledge, little 
evidence of planning 
and organization


2 Moderate vocabulary, 
mostly simple everyday 
English, no topic 
specific vocabulary; 
frequent errors


Moderate range of 
structures, most often 
used correctly


Occasional errors of 
spelling, punctuation 
and capitalization 
spelling; most of the text 
easy to understand


Moderate cohesion; 
relationships between 
sentences generally 
marked but not always 
clear


Moderate rhetorical 
knowledge, some 
evidence of planning 
and organization, 
relatively clear 
sequencing of text parts


3 Large vocabulary, 
appropriate to the level 
and the topic, expresses 
himself/herself clearly 
with only occasional 
errors


Appropriate range of 
structures, with only 
occasional and not 
systematic errors in their 
accuracy


Few non systematic 
errors of spelling, 
punctuation and 
capitalization 


Appropriate cohesion; 
relationships between 
sentences always 
marked, only few misses


Appropriate rhetorical 
knowledge, evidence of 
planning and 
organization, clear 
sequencing of text parts


4 Extensive vocabulary, 
always uses appropriate 
word and does it 
accurately


Extensive range of 
structures, always 
correct


Excellent mastery of 
conventions; no errors of 
spelling, punctuation 
and capitalization


Excellent cohesion; a 
variety of linking devices 
used correctly


Extensive rhetorical 
knowledge showing 
unity; strong 
organization appropriate 
to the content







Holistic Scales
Task Achievement


0 Not enough to assess; Almost no content or content completely inadequate for the task or too 
confusing and chaotic; difficult if not impossible to understand due to low level grammar. Would 
not receive a response to the email.


1 None or only one of the points addressed; few points mentioned but not addressed. Major gaps in 
communicating the message. May receive a response to the email but would not get the 
information he/she needs. Possible irrelevant information.


2 Content present but obvious problems in communicating the message. Only some of the points 
mentioned and addressed; all points mentioned but only some addressed. Possible irrelevant 
and/or redundant information. 


3 Most of the content relevant and adequate. All points mentioned and most of them addressed. 
Communicates most of what is required but there are some gaps. 


4 Relevant and adequate content. All requested points addressed. Successfully and with ease 
communicates the message despite some grammar points acceptable at this level.







Sample Data


§ Pilot sample: 52 second-year students


§ Sample: 186 students


§ Marked Sample: 


96.3% Italian students


96% aged 18 – 26


§ Speaking Test Sample 26 out of 70







Test Validation


§ Inter-rater correlation coefficient                                     


,861 (rhetorical knowledge) - ,972 (cohesion) at p = ,00


§ Holistic marks correlation coefficient T1 r = ,93 T2 r = ,94


§ Internal consistency                                                   


T1 α = ,96 T2 α = ,96







Results
Pearson Correlation: Student Self-evaluation and marks


Holistic T1 Holistic T2 Holistic average


English ,532** ,469** ,524** 


Speaking ,428** ,385** ,411** 


Reading ,393** ,326** ,356** 
Writing ,396** ,320** ,356** 


Listening ,467** ,378** ,437** 


0,0


2,0


4,0


No SH Yes SH No UQEYes UQE No Cert Yes Cert


1,8 2,2
1,8


2,3
1,8


2,3


Study Holidays, Uni Qualifying Exam & 


Certificate vs Holistic Marks







CEFR Levels


Based on the average holistic mark


<A1


9% 
A2


37% B1


31% 


B2


23% 







Implications - Difficulties


1) Appropriate descriptors for some sub-skills /        


components for the given tasks


2) High correlation coefficient between individual sub


-skills


3) Student availability


4) Cost-effectiveness / Time consuming


5) Lack of trained raters







Implications - Advantages


1) Strengths and weaknesses easy to identify:


- cultural/appropriacy issues:


‘Is there a college where I can sleep with other 


students?’


- negative transfer


2) Analytic scales – analytic marking


3) Assessing what a student can do


4) Small scale assessment: washback effect







Thank you!
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Modelli di validazione qualitativa  
in contesti di large-scale assessment  


per le competenze linguistiche 


 


30/06/2017 


ALTE – Bologna 2017 


Cristiana Cervini, Monica Masperi 
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Principes fondateurs  







  


 SELF : Brique spécialisée constituée d’un ensemble de modules 
d’évaluation dont l’usage permet la mise en évidence du niveau de 
l’apprenant engagé dans un parcours de formation par rapport à 
l’échelle des niveaux du Cadre Européen Commun de Référence en 
Langues, le diagnostic des acquis et des lacunes observés ainsi que 
l’orientation de l’usager vers des parcours complémentaires de 
formation répondant à ses besoins.  


  


 (Document officiel du Projet Innovalangues, p. 29) 
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  Identité et définition 
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SELF multilingue  
pour le positionnement à visée formative 


A1 


IT. 


ANG. 


CHIN. 


Banque d’items 
et de tâches 


B2 


C1 
Test de 


POSITIONNEMENT à 
visée FORMATIVE 


pour  i) la création des 
groupes-classes ; ii) 
connaître ses points 
forts et ses lacunes. 


B1 


A2 


Construit : compréhension de l’oral, de 
l’écrit et expression écrite courte 
 
Focalisations : morphosyntaxiques, 
lexicales, 
communicatives/pragmatiques. 


JAP. 


ESP. 


30/06/2017 


FLE 







 


Un TEST… 


 à double finalité : positionnement ayant des ouvertures sur le 
diagnostic  


 décliné en plusieurs langues (italien et anglais, mandarin, 
japonais, espagnol, FLE) dans le respect d’un même approche 
méthodologique 


 intégré dans un dispositif multifonction en ligne : conception, 
édition, traçage, stockage, et administration  


 basé sur une vaste banque d'items pilotés et pré-testés, donc 
validés selon les modèles statistiques (TCT – théorie classique 
des tests et TRI – théorie de réponse à l’item/Rasch)  


SELF : ses principes fondateurs  


5 30/06/2017 







Un TEST… 


 dont les contenus sont ancrés sur un principe d'authenticité, 
situationnelle et interactionnelle  


 intégré dans un environnement numérique d'apprentissage 
personnalisé, ce qui permettra de mettre en synergie - plus 
aisément - les traits socio-biographiques et langagiers des 
étudiants avec les résultats des tests, dans une perspective 
d'apprentissage à long terme 


 


 géré par un algorithme de type adaptatif multi-stade 


SELF : ses principes fondateurs  
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Des exemples de tâche 
d’évaluation et leur fiche 


d’identité 
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Les composantes d’une tâche de 
Compréhension de l’Oral : le ‘tout à l’oral’ 


 
  


‘nombre 
d’écoutes’ 


Objet de la question 
(Dialogue interrompu) 


Propositions de 
réponse 


Question 


Séquence des items 


Contexte 
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Le focus sur la compréhension de l’oral 


Parmi les descripteurs, nous mettons la focale sur :  
 Compétence (ou focus langagier) Morphosyntaxique, Lexical,  Communicatif 


(pragmatique, sociolinguistique) – en évolution 


Opération(s) sollicitées 
« Comprendre POUR » : 


- Compréhension globale : comprendre le sens global du 
texte ;  - Compréhension détaillée : saisir des 
informations détaillées dans le texte ; - Inférence :  
*reconnaître le contexte (où se déroule l’action, à travers quoi...) ;  
*reconnaître l’intention communicative (et les effets 
provoqués...) ; l’état d'âme ; les registres ; 


-Interaction (comprendre pour interagir). 


Type de réception  en tant qu’auditeur : 
monodirectionnel ; bi/pluri-directionnel ; en tant 
qu’interactant (entre 2 ou plusieurs 
personnes) 


Typologie d’exercice VF/VFNM/QRU/QRM/APP 


Registre et Variété formel (soutenu), formel (neutre),  
informel (familier), mixte // standard/non 
standard 


Débit et durée lent/moyen/rapide // bref/moyen/long 
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Un exemple de tâche pour la  
Compréhension de l’Écrit 
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Un exemple pour la EEC :  
« Reformuler un message/une phrase » 
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Un exemple pour la EEC :  


« Reformuler un texte » 
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Le cycle du test : où s’appuie 
notre argument de validité 
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                Le cycle du test multilangue 


14 


2- CONCEPTION :  


rédaction des tâches et des items 


(textes authentiques, rapport entre 


‘texte’, ‘question’ et ‘opération 


cognitive’) 


1- RECHERCHE :  


*Etude des Référentiels de 


Langue et Rédaction de 


Référentiels en interne 


ancrés au CECRL ;  


3- REVISION des 


contenus :  


relectures multiples entre 


paires (rédacteurs), étapes 


de modifications 


successives... 


5 – VALIDATIONS Ière 
étape :  


PILOTAGES (théorie 
classique des tests) 


6 – REVISION des contenus; 


élimination des BIAIS ou REJET 


des items 


7 - VALIDATION   


IIème étape:  


PRE-TEST (TRI, modèle de 
Rasch) 


9 – Constitution de la 
BANQUE d’ITEMS 
validés et renseignés 


Espagnol 


10 - ASSEMBLAGE du 
TEST, algorithme,  et 


déploiement 


Japonais 
8- STANDARD setting : 
méthode de la marque 


page (Bookmark) 


*Contrôle-Qualité 


*Validation qualitative 
post-test 


FLE 
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Assemblage et Structure  


Self –italien et anglais 
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L’assemblage d’un test adaptatif à étape 


 
La version de SELF positionnement prévoit une administration 
adaptative et personnalisée des tâches/items d’évaluation, pour 
respecter des contraintes de temps (50 min. / 1 heure) en gardant 
la possibilité d’avoir un résultat immédiat, valide et fiable.  


 


Un test adaptatif se compose de différentes étapes successives, 
précédées d’un mini-test qui inclut entre 10 et 12 tâches ayant un 
indice de discrimination élevé.   
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A1-A2 
(CO, CE, EEC) 


Étape 1 


ETAPE A: Minitest (CO et EEC), A2-B2 


 


 


Étape 2 


Étape 3 


Structure du test et principes d’orientation  
entre les étapes 


Groupe cible conseillé = « être en route vers A2.2 … » 
Résultat par habilité = A1, A2, B1, B2, C1  


17 


A2-B2 
 (CO, CE, EEC) 


B2-C1 
 (CO, CE, EEC) 
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Affichage des résultats  


(paramétrable) 


Exemple de barre de défilement  qui pourra positionner l’étudiant sur une échelle de 
A1-C1, de façon plus précise 







 


Vers un modèle stable de 
validation qualitative 
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 Questionnaire sur un échantillon d’étudiants : 


– ‘Est-ce que j’ai été bien positionne(é)’ ? ; 


– Prise en compte d’éléments de la biographie langagière 
(connaissance de langues affines) ; 


– Croisement entre niveau en autoévaluation, niveau SELF et 
niveau attribué par l’enseignant ; 


 Les interviews aux enseignants :  


– ‘Est-ce que tes étudiants ont été bien positionné-e-s ? préciser ; 


 Le modèle de corrélation entre PE et EEC : un nouveau standard 
setting centré sur les candidats (la méthode du corpus de 
productions) 


 Corrélation avec le CLES (à venir) 


Au moment du Post-test 
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QUESTIONNAIRE ETUDIANT : 
 BREVE BIOGRAPHIE LANGAGIERE (langue(s) maternelle(s),  


d’autres langues romanes connues et à quel niveau ; 


 PERCEPTION sur la COHÉRENCE des résultats : « Est-ce que j’ai 
été bien positionne(é)’ » ? 


 AUTOEVALUATION : niveau (A1-C2) en autoévaluation pour 
chaque compétence en italien ; 


 


CROISEMENT des RESULTATS :  
 Groupe cible SELF (être en route vers …) et résultat par 


compétence (A1-C1) AVEC les résultats au contrôle continu et les 
niveaux en autoévaluation 


Modèle de validation qualitative :  


questionnaire-étudiant + contrôle continu 
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Un aperçu sur les résultats  


22 30/06/2017 
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Un aperçu sur les résultats 


Compréhension de l’oral 
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Un aperçu sur les résultats 


Compréhension de l’écrit 


Production écrite 







1) Combien d’étudiants ont été mal positionnés et, le cas 
échéant, s’ils doivent être rétrogradés ou avancés : (6 
enseignantes interviewées, 7 groupes-classes) 


 


 


 


Modèle de validation qualitative:  


les interviews aux enseignants (italien) 
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Groupes % d’étudiants surévalués d’après les enseignants 


A2.1 / 
A2.2 


15% 


B1.1 / 
B1.2 


16% 


B2.1 / 
B2.2 


Pas disponible 


…d’où l’idée d’introduire un contrôle/palier sur les résultats en EEC, pour 
neutraliser les effets de l’intercompréhension et à la transparence entre 
langues affines (italien et français).  







Le modèle de corrélation entre PE et EEC : un nouveau standard setting centré 
sur les candidats (la méthode du corpus de productions)  


 
 


Modèle de validation qualitative : 
corrélation PE-EEC 
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Corpus de productions écrites, évaluées 
par un panel d’experts, dont les résultats 
sont comparés avec les résultats de SELF.  
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SELF pour les autres 4 langues 


SELF mandarin : sept. 2016 SELF japonais : sept. 2017 


SELF espagnol : sept. 2017 SELF FLE : sept. 2017 







 


Déploiement et  


Perspectives 


28 30/06/2017 
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• ENS Cachan 


• ENS Lyon 


• ENSAE ParisTech 


• Lille ESPE 


• Lycée Lazare Ponticelli  


• Lycée Vaucanson 


• Montpellier 3 


• Nice 


• Picardie 


• Savoie 


• Strasbourg 


• Université du Littoral 


• Université du Maine 


• UPMC 


28.024 passations 


 


 


Dissémination fin mars 2017   


  


 


En perspective : 


 


• Université de Corte 


• Sciences Po Paris 


• Université de Poitiers 


• Université Aix-Marseille 


• Université de Macerata 


• Université de Pise 
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Somme sur Volume effectif au 24/02/17 


Anglais Italien Mandarin Total 


CLV 206 34 240 


Ecole Doctorale 49 49 


Formation Continue - DAEU B 6 6 


Grenoble CAA 107 20 3 130 


Grenoble DLST 772 772 


Grenoble ICM 133 2 135 


Grenoble IUT1 ENEPS 26 26 


Grenoble IUT2 246 0 246 


Grenoble MEEF 672 15 687 


Grenoble Polytech 302 302 


Grenoble Pré-CLES 25 0 25 


Grenoble service des langues 616 118 41 775 


Grenoble+Valence LLCE 214 214 


Grenoble+Valence LLCE+LEA 93 93 


IAE 29 29 


IUG 34 34 


Master FLE à distance  110 13 123 


Valence MEEF 6 0 6 


Valence SDL 91 18 109 


Total 3644 313 44 4001 


 


SELF 


Dissémination (Grenoble Alpes)   
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Formation & Recherche 


Terrain de la formation 


Projet de recherche-action-développement 


Axe(s) de recherche 


Structure de recherche Structure pérenne de diffusion 


Projet(s) financés (fonds publics) 


Structure « classique » d’enseignement  


Coopérative 


  







SELF et ses acteurs 


32 


Enseignant- 
tuteur 


Enseignant-
concepteur 


APPRENANT 


Chercheur 


 
 
En CLASSE et à côté de l’apprenant en 
autonomie :  
 Positionner ; 
 Adapter sa démarche  didactique aux 


progrès du groupe ; 
 Soutenir un apprenant de  façon 


personnalisée ; 
 Suggérer des parcours de formation ou de 


remédiation ; 
 


 


 Assembler des ressources  brutes pour la 
création des tâches et des items ; 


 Renseigner la tâche (fiche d’identité) ; 
 Assembler des tâches pour créer un test ; 
 Lancer des analyses psychométriques ; 
 Revoir ou modifier un test selon  les indices 


psychométriques  ; 
 Alimenter/interroger la banque des items . 


 Se positionner ; 
 Diagnostiquer ses points de force et ses 


faiblesses ; 
 Choisir de s’évaluer dans une seule compétence 


à la fois ; 
 Observer l’évolution de ses propres résultats 


(passations multiples) ; 
 Comparer Autoévaluation et Résultats aux tests ; 
 Alimenter son historique dans le profil de 


l’apprenant. 


 Étudier le rapport entre ‘type de tâche’ 
(genre textuel, question, compétence, 


etc.)  et difficulté ; 
 Observer la corrélation entre difficulté 


perçue et difficulté objective ; 
 Traiter les corpus d’apprenants pour 


faire une analyse des erreurs ;  
 Appliquer la TCT et la TRI ;  


 Appliquer la DIF ;  
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Learning and Assessment: Making the Connections   … in a globalised economy  … in a multilingual world  … in the digital era 


Wednesday 3rd May  


Times Plenary room Sydney Room Grace Room Audrey Room Liz Room Regency Room 


13.00-
14.00 Registration & Welcome Coffee 


14.00-
14.30 


Opening      


14.30-
15.15 


Language policy and social 
cohesion: What links between 
social environment and regimes of 
learning and assessment? 
Prof Joseph Lo Bianco   


     


15.15-
15.35 


 


WORKSHOP 
 


Mediation and exploiting one’s 
plurilingual repertoire: exploring 


classroom potential with proposed 
new CEFR descriptors 


 
Brian North 


 Enrica Piccardo


WIPs  


Beliefs driving the assessment of 
speaking: An empirical study in a 
Brazilian public classroom 
Eber Clayton Dutra, Gladys Quevedo-
Camargo 


Generating the assessment literacy 
profile of EAP teachers in the Mainland 
China: An evidence-based approach 
Olena Rossi 


Tatar exams needs analysis: The case of 
Kazan 
Marina Solnyshkina, Gulnara Sadykova, 
Alsu Ashrapova, Alyona Kharkova 


Online language testing of immigrant 
languages: A nightmare or just a 
challenging reality check for the CEFR? 


 Christoph Schepers


Using open source and open standards 
to create best-of-breed language 
learning solutions 
Mark Molenaar 


Assessment literacy and language 
teachers? A case study with teachers of 
Portuguese as Foreign Language 
Catarina Isabel Sousa Gaspar, Maria José 
dos Reis Grosso 


Certification of Proficiency in Polish as a 
foreign language and its influence over 
the Polish labour market 
Dominika Bartosik 


Integrating corpus linguistics & 
classroom-based assessment: Evidence 
from young learners’ written corpora  
Trisevgeni Liontou, Dina Tsagari 


15.35-
15.55 


Open Badges: A new way to prove skills 
Sarah Ellis 


What do teachers really think about 
using international speaking exams as a 
goal for students? Views from a bilingual 
programme 
Mark Griffiths 


Spanish for business in language 
accreditation 
Marta García 


Learning from assessment: Teachers’ 
relationship with data driven learning 
Elaine Boyd 


15.55-
16.15 


Penser l’organisation dématérialisée de 
tests de langue à grande échelle 
Dominique Casanova 


Exploring teachers’ language assessment 
literacy:  A social constructivist approach 
to understanding effective practice 
Vivien Berry, Susan Sheehan 


Language learning and assessment 
transformation: An opportunity for 
educative innovation 
Mònica Pereña 


LT123: meeting the challenges of 
providing quality outsourced test 
materials for a range of clients 
Felicity O'Dell, Russell Whitehead 


16.15-
17.00 Break & Poster Session 1 


17.00-
17.20 


 


PANEL 
 


The challenges of a learning 
oriented and multilingual school 


assessment policy 
 


Coordinators: Koen Van Gorp & Piet Van 
Avermaet 


 
Presentations: 
Koen Van Gorp 


Piet Van Avermaet 
Nick Saville 


Stef Slembrouck 
Fauve De Backer 


 
Discussant: James Purpura 


 


WIPs 


Language assessment in teacher 
education programmes in Colombia 
Bozena Lechowska 


From global student populations to 
localized HE settings: An example of an 
IMDP screening process for academic 
English and readiness  
Miia Konttinen, Lisa Lahtela 


Assessment in a globalised economy: A 
task-based approach to assess the 
proficiency of Dutch in specific 
occupational domains 
Sarah Smirnow, Lucia Luyten 


Évaluer la compétence à communiquer 
en français dans l’entreprise 
Dominique Casanova 
François Renaud, Alexandre Holle 


The impact of online teaching practices 
on  Greek EFL learners’ reading 
perceptions & exam performance  
Trisevgeni Liontou 


A comparative study on the washback of 
writing tasks in two international EFL 
tests on Chinese test-takers 
Xiangdong Gu, Yue Hong, Chengyuan Yu 


Assessment challenges in CLIL: new 
perspectives in teacher education   
Lucilla Lopriore 
 


The Development of Diagnostic 
Assessment System for Senior High 
Schools in China 
Liping Liu, Zunmin Wu 


17.20-
17.40 


How far can digitalised language 
assessment assist in the teaching and 
learning of languages within the Italian 
university system? 
Thomas Wulstan Christiansen 


Students and instructors' perceptions of 
the construct-(ir)relevance of language 
to literacy competence in testing 
literature: A work in progress 
Seyed Rahim Moosavinia, Kioumars 
Razavipour 


Designing a principled approach for rater 
training and norming protocols: 
Integrating theory and practice 
Daniel J Reed, Heekyoung Kim, Aaron 
Ohlrogge 


Learners’ goals and the impact of 
assessment for and as learning: 
Examples from computerised diagnostic 
and dynamic assessment 
Dmitri Leontjev 


17.40-
18.00 


Empowering learners for a demanding 
labour market: the “Groups for the 
Experimentation of Plurilingualism” 
program in Catalonia 
Montserrat Montagut Montagut 


Assessment literacy in college learners of 
EFL Writing 
Shu-Chen Huang 


Goethe's professional development of 
raters:  Live-test data analysis as 
assessment  
Michaela Perlmann-Balme, Jane Lloyd 


Diagnostic assessment: Its use in 
teaching and learning foreign languages 
Hyunsoo Hur 
 


18.00-
18.20 


La verifica come occasione di 
apprendimento e aggiornamento 
attraverso l’esperienza della 
certificazione glottodidattica DILS-PG di 
II livello 
Nicoletta Santeusanio 


The evaluation of Chinese students of 
Italian L2: Practices at the Universities 
for Foreigners of Perugia and Siena 
Giuliana Grego Bolli, Sabrina Machetti 


Análisis del comportamieno de los 
calificardores de una prueba de 
expresión escrita en el contexto de una 
prueba de domino 
Juan Miguel Prieto Hernández 


From online diagnostic language 
assessment to tailored EFL learning --- 
CDA-based EFL listening diagnostic 
model construction 
Xiaomei Ma 


18.20- 
18.30 


    







 


Learning and Assessment: Making the Connections   … in a globalised economy  … in a multilingual world  … in the digital era 


 


Thursday 4th May  


Times Plenary room Sydney Room Grace Room Audrey Room Liz Room Regency Room 


9.00-
9.45 


Construct and content in context: 
Implications for language learning, 
teaching and assessment in China 
Prof Jin Yan  


     


9.45-
10.30 Break & Poster Session 2 


10.30-
10.50 


 


PANEL 
 


The Development of China’s 
Standards of English and its 


Potential Application 
 


Coordinator: Wu Sha 
 


Presentations: 
Wu Sha 


Jianda Liu 
Han Baocheng 
Wang Weiwei 


Yu Han 
 


Discussant: Jin Yan 


 
 


NEW RESEARCHERS - PAPERS 


¿Aprender en  varias lenguas incide en el 
rendimiento en las competencias 
básicas? 


 Jesús Grisaleña Urrecho


 
WORKSHOP 


 
Online text analysis tools for 


test development and 
validation   


Stephen Bax 


Comparing speaking performances 
across tests and languages: Evaluating 
the success of an institutional rater 
training program  
Koen Van Gorp, Daniel Reed, Susan Gass 


Validating university entrance test 
assumptions: Some inconvenient facts 
Bart Deygers 


Developing productive writing tasks 
that test young learner A1 and A2 level 
communicative writing abilities 
Maggie Dunlop, Kathryn Davies 


10.50-
11.10 


Modeling Oral Proficiency Development 
across Four Languages with the ACTFL 
OPIc 
Daniel R Isbell 


Cut scores for combined constructs 
Beate Zeidler 


Implications of employing performance-
based testing in a university context 
Snezana Mitrovic 


Assessing young learners speaking 
skills in primary education 
Mirna Pit 


11.10-
11.30 


Can a test of structural reasoning help to 
predict language outcomes? 
Elina Stordell 


The Cambridge English Global Analysis: 
Understanding English proficiency 
worldwide 
Michael Corrigan, Andrew Coombe 


Academic literacy and language 
proficiency in testing: Overlapping and 
diverging constructs 
Kevin Cheung, Mark Elliott 


Reconsidering the impact of language 
assessment on language learning and 
teaching: A survey on an Italian 
examination for young learners 
Paola Masillo, Carla Bagna, Sabrina 
Machetti 


11.30-
11.50 


Investigating the necessary elements to 
design and implement a communicative 
test for engineering students: A 
backwash effect 
Ada Luisa Arellano Méndez 


 
WORKSHOP 


 
Making multilingual 


language teachers digital in 
Denmark: ensuring quality in 


digital language teaching 
 


Stine Lema 
Charlotte Lorenzen 


 


Combining the reliability of judgement 
with the validity of external alignment to 
create a powerful tool for teacher led 
assessment 
Ed Hackett 


Encouraging better preparation: a new 
Test of Academic Literacy for entry onto 
postgraduate EMI courses 
Karen Ottewell 


How big should the carrot be? An 
investigation into effects of differential 
incentivization on students’ 
standardized proficiency test scores 
Susan Gass, Koen Van Gorp 


11.50-
12.10 


Assessing the pragmatic competence of 
EFL learners at B2-C2 levels 
Edit Ficzere Willcox 


Predicting readability of texts for Italian 
L2 students: A preliminary study 
Giuliana Grego Bolli, Stefania Spina, 
Danilo Rini 


Towards a scale of academic language 
proficiency 
Stuart Duncan Shaw 


The Impact of an integrated teaching, 
learning and assessment framework  
on students' performance and 
perceptions 
Huang Jing 


12.10-
12.30 


What characterizes the quality of CLIL 
instruction? 
Karina Rose Mahan 


 


Modelli di validazione qualitativa in 
contesti di large-scale assessment per le 
competenze linguistiche 
Cristiana Cervini, Monica Masperi 


Post-entry language assessment in 
higher education: The interaction 
between home and school language in 
relation to academic language 
proficiency 
Lieve De Wachter, Jordi Heeren 


Validation of a language test linked to 
a learning programme 
Vincent Folny, Sébastien Portelli 


12.30-
14.00 Lunch 


 


 


 


 







Learning and Assessment: Making the Connections   … in a globalised economy  … in a multilingual world  … in the digital era 


Thursday 4th May  


Times Plenary room Sydney Room Grace Room Audrey Room Liz Room Regency Room 


14.00-
14.30 


Connecting policy and practice at 
European level 
Kristina Cunningham  


     


14.30-
14.50 


 


PANEL 
 


Insights from research on sign 
language tests 


 


Coordinator: Tobias Haug 
 


Presentations: 
Tobias Haug 


Philida Schellekens 
Krister Schönström 
Ingela Holmström 


Laetitia Puissant-Schontz 
 


 Discussant: Mark Wheatley


WIPs 


Performance of multilingual speakers of 
Dutch on the ITNA admission test for 
higher education 
Ines Blomme, Leen Verrote 


Puglia integrante – dalla vulnerabilità 
all’integrazione: percorsi di inclusione 
per rifugiati e minori sperimentando un 
toolkit del Consiglio d’Europa 
Gianvito Ricci 


The use of blogs, Skype and authentic 
tasks in the modern language classroom 
Sara Bruun 


Do foreign language learners and native 
speakers mark coherence and cohesion 
in a different way?  
Sabine Steemans, Catherine Verguts, Ann 


 Vlasselaers


Learning Oriented Assessment: Making 
the connections between learning, 
assessment and technology 
Angeliki Salamoura, Sarah Unsworth 
 


The Construction and Validation of China 
Standards of English-Speaking:  
Principles, Procedures and Progress 
Yan Jin, Wei Jie 


Measuring (linguistic) integration? 
German tests for migrants 
Sibylle Plassmann 


Test takers' attitudes to different 
online speaking assessment formats 
José F L Pascoal 


14.50-
15.10 


Using technologies to enhance a 
curriculum for CLIL 
Letizia Cinganotto, Juliet Wilson 
 


Developing operational framework and 
descriptors of pragmatic effectiveness 
for China’s standard of English 
Shuhua Wang 


English language learning and 
assessment needs of economic migrants 
in the UK  
Sanjana Mehta 


Investigations into the on-screen 
marking function in a tablet-based 
English reading test 
Shinhye Lee 


15.10-
15.30 


Reflective practice and professional 
development qualifications for teachers 
of bilingual learners 
Martin Nuttall 


An investigation into scale descriptors 
for spoken English proficiency: Analysis 
based on descriptor pool 
Wei Jie 


FREPA descriptors and their role and 
contribution to integration of students 
from mixed linguistic backgrounds in a 
multilingual world  
Laura Ambrosio 


Constraining issues in face-to-face and 
Internet-based language testing 
Jesús García Laborda, Mary Frances 
Litzler 


15.30-
15.50 


Pensare CLIL con Cambridge 
Alessandra Varriale 
Gisella Langé 


Italiano L2: Nuovi pubblici, nuove 
tendenze, nuove forme di valutazione 
Lucilla Lopriore 
Giuseppina Vitale 


How to assess mediation? 
Waldemar Martyniuk 


Integrating technology with language 
assessment: Automated speaking 
assessment 
Jing Xu, Graham Seed 


15.50- 
16.00 


    


16.00-
16.45 Break & Poster Session 3 (New Researchers) 


16.45-
17.05 


 
WORKSHOP 


 
Thumbs Up or Thumbs Down? 


Putting Apps to the Test 
 


Geoff Stead 
Evelina Galaczi 


 


WIPs 


The role of language exams in Colombian 
higher education 
Bozena Lechowska, Edga Uribe 
Salamanca, Olga Uribe Enciso 


Digital challenges in the assessment of 
advanced European languages students 
in their final undergraduate year 
Emmanuelle Lacore-Martin, Carlos Soler 
Montes 


Scoring writing digitally – a tool for 
raters and test administrators 
Hanne Lauvik, Ingvild Kleiveland Vevle 


How value stream mapping at a Kaizen 
workshop at Cambridge English lead to a 
digital transformation in our test analysis  
Hugh Moss 


 
WORKSHOP 


 
Languages in Education 


& CLIL 
 


David Marsh 
 


Aligning China Standards of English (CSE) 
with the CEFR 
Chuan Peng 


Outcomes of the introduction an 
external English language assessment  in 
Portugal 
Jane Lloyd 


Teaching Italian as a second language 
to migrants. Mixed competence levels 
and linguistic backgrounds in the same 
classroom: A challenge 
Cecilia Pani 


17.05-
17.25 


An investigation of the influence of age-
related factors on the construction of 
China’s standards of English 
Jun Wang 


What will high-stakes language testing 
bring to Spain through the new LOMCE 
exams? 
Jesús García Laborda 


Certificazione PLIDA. Alcune riflessioni 
su valutazione e testing per gli 
apprendenti  provenienti da lingue 
distanti e in particolare sinofoni 
Silvia Giugni, Barbara D'Annunzio 


17.25-
17.45 


Development of consecutive interpreting 
strategic competence scale 
Yi Xu 


QualiCEFR: A Quality Assurance template 
to achieve innovation and reform in 
language education through CEFR 
implementation 
Enrica Piccardo, Brian North, Eleonora 
Maldina 


Standard valutativi e didattici per 
l’italiano nel mondo: le attività della 
Società Dante Alighieri 
Giammarco Cardillo, Paola Vecchio 


17.45-
18.30 


Making the connections: digital 
innovation and diagnostic feedback 
Dr Helen Yannakoudakis &  
Dr Ardeshir Geranpayeh  


     


18.30-
21.00 


Networking Reception with Drinks, Buffet Dinner & Live Band  
(offered by ALTE for all delegates) 







 


Learning and Assessment: Making the Connections   … in a globalised economy  … in a multilingual world  … in the digital era 


 


Friday 5th May  


Times Plenary room Sydney Room Grace Room Audrey Room Liz Room Regency Room 


9.00-
9.45 


Language testing washback and 
impact in our globalized world 
Prof Kathleen M Bailey  


     


9.45-
10.30 Break & Poster Session 4 


10.30-
10.50 


 
LESSONS LEARNT FROM ITALY 


IN LANGUAGE LEARNING, 
TEACHING AND ASSESSMENT 


 
European Policies and Language 
Education in Italy: managing the 


change 
 


Gisella Langé  


 
 


Linking policy and practice: the 
example of e-twinning 


 


Donatella Nucci 
 
 


Promoting quality in language 
assessment at the national level: 


the CLIQ association 
 


CLIQ association 
 


NEW RESEARCHERS - PAPERS 


An AUA Validation Study of the 
Integrated Teaching and Assessment 
Framework 


 Huang Jing


 
WORKSHOP 


 
Erasmus+: Funding 


opportunities for language 
education 


 
Lorenza Venturi 


 
 
 


Measuring the washback of a learning-
oriented assessment  
Edward Li, Keith Tong 


Assessing speaking – the challenge of 
eliciting authentic performance  
Alex Thorp, Cathy Taylor 


How politics influences the reception 
of a test: The case of an English C1-test 
for lecturers in Flemish universities 
Frank Van Splunder, Catherine Verguts 


10.50-
11.10 


Construction of CDA-based Dynamic 
Intervention for EFL Listening Test  
Yihe Yan, Xiaomei Ma 


The implementation of a French 
language certification: Positive washback 
and wider resulting effects  
Stéphanie McGaw 


Nonverbal delivery in speaking 
assessment: An intercultural case study 
Mingwei Pan 


Certifications: Tools for a policy of 
educational cooperation and to 
accompany language learning. The 
example of French in Italy 
Virginie Salles, Lucile Chapiro 


11.10-
11.30 


The Generation of an Individualized 
Cognitive Diagnostic Report  for College 
English Writing 
Tan Yandan, Xiaomei Ma 


Washback research in the expanding 
circle: Insights from social psychology 
and linguistic imperialism 
Kioumars Razavipour 


Principled development of a score 
reporting for young language learners 
tests based on research in psychology of 
teaching and learning 
Maggie Dunlop, Mark Elliott 


Public examinations in Hong Kong: 
Stakeholder recognition and 
understanding 
Neil Drave 


11.30-
11.50 


Assessment in the future: A Cognitive 
Diagnostic Modelling for College English 
Reading Test 
Du Wenbo, Xiaomei Ma 


Testing pre-service teachers’ spoken 
English proficiency: Design, washback 
and impact 
Daniel Xerri, Odette Vassallo, Sarah Grech 


The use of test taker productions in 
redesigning writing assessment grids: A 
corpus based study 
Dina Vîlcu, Lavinia-Iunia Vasiu, Antonela 
Arieșan 


Student perceptions of the CEFR levels 
and their ability to rate their speaking 
in English 
Mary Frances Litzler 


11.50-
12.10 


 Investigating scoring procedures in 
language testing 
Anna Mouti 


Monitoring languages in a three 
language policy setting: Experiences in 
Kazakhstan 
Remco Feskens, Anneke de Graaf 


Test takers’ views and feedback on the 
L2 Sami language and the language test   
Sari Ahola, Henna Tossavainen 


12.10-
12.30 


  Developing a Japanese language test for 
a multilingual online assessment system: 
Towards an action-oriented approach to 
Japanese instruction in Europe     
Tomoko Higashi, Chieko Shirota 


Comparing L2-speech perception 
across different L1-backgrounds: 
Intelligibility and the Common 
European Framework of Reference for 
Languages (CEFR) 
Bettina Beinhoff 


12.30-
13.00 


Scholarship Awards 
& Closure 


     


 


 


 


 


 


 







Learning and Assessment: Making the Connections   … in a globalised economy  … in a multilingual world  … in the digital era 


 


 


Poster Session 1 – Wednesday 3rd, 2.00-6.30pm 


Intersubjectivity, foreign language proficiency and the development of pre-service 
teachers’ linguistic-communicative competences in teletandem interactions 
Douglas Altamiro Consolo 
Gerson Rossi dos Santos 


Investigating the TestDaF benchmarking process 
Claudia Pop 


Language assessment and effective teaching and learning for English language learners 
in Florida 
Tunde Szecsi 
Janka Szilagyi 
Melissa Meehan  


English teachers’ perceptions of China’s Standards of English for speaking 
Wang Hua 
Jie Wei 


Poster Session 2 – Thursday 4th, 9.00-12.30pm 


Meeting student needs through informal assessment OR do I know what I need to 
know?  
Andrea Kulmhofer 
Christina Schimböck  


The Language Centre at Pisa University faces the challenges of digital assessment in 
an evolving community 
Susan Corrieri 
Ida Brucciani 


Verifica delle possibilità per una certificazione della lingua araba 
Aisha Nasimi 


What can we learn from language assessment results with a statistical perspective? 
Mehmet Kaplan 
Nursel Tan Elmas 


 


Poster Session 3 – Thursday 4th, 2.00-6.30pm (New Researchers) 


Developing and validating a reading strategy scale for Chinese tertiary EFL learners 
Zhou Yanqiong 


Looking into listening: The influence of context videos in computer-based assessment of 
listening comprehension 
Leska Schwarz 


From language assessment literacy to better teaching and learning 
Maria Guzikova 
Tatiana Rasskazova 


Linking performance assessment to language scales: Challenges of the rating method 
effect 
Xiaoyi Zhang 
Shaoyan Zou 


 


Poster Session 4 – Friday 5th, 9.00-12.30pm 


25 Years of UNIcert® – Quality Assurance in university language teaching and learning 
Johann Fishcer 
Astrid Reich 


Advanced proficiency:  How to get there? 
Susan Gass 


El español y la certificación lingüística en la Universidad de Salamanca 
Juan Miguel Prieto 
Marta García 


 








Using Open Source and Open Standards to 


Create Best-of-Breed Language Learning Solutions


Mark Molenaar - Chief Technology Officer


Open Assessment Technologies







Open Source, Open Standards, 


Open Possibilities







Technology Is Transforming Education In a BIG Way 


From one-size-fits-all… To:







The Next Generation Digital Learning Environment (NGDLE)


• “A learning environment 
consisting of learning tools and 
components that adhere to 
common standards. “


• Dimensions of NGDLE
- Interoperability and integration


- Personalization


- Analytics, advising, and learning 
assessment


- Collaboration


- Accessibility and universal design
Source: http://www.ngdle.org



http://www.ngdle.org/
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IMS QTI & PCI


Question & Test Interoperability


• Exchange assessment 
content between systems


- Authoring Authoring


- Authoring  Delivery


• Create best-of-breed 
assessment solutions


- Freedom to choose 
components


Portable Custom Interaction


• Create Technology Enhanced 


Items (TEIs) without losing 


interoperability


- E.g. simulations, text readers, 


speech recording


• Protect your investment


• Enable sharing economy!











Questions & Discussion


markm@taotesting.com








Overlapping and diverging constructs 


Dr Kevin YF Cheung, Cambridge English Language Assessment 
Mark Elliott, Cambridge English Language Assessment 


Academic literacy and 
language proficiency in 


testing 







Outline 


A model of general language proficiency 


Definitions of academic literacy 


Overlap and divergence 


Implications for testing 


1 


2 


3 


4 







A model of 
general 


language 
proficiency 







A model of general language proficiency 
 


A cognitive processing model (Weir 2005) 


A functional model (CEFR, CoE 2001) 


1 


2 







A cognitive processing model of reading 
(Khalifa and Weir 2009) 


Lexical search 


Syntactic parsing 


Discourse construction 


Meaning construction 


Input decoding 


Intertextual representation 







CEFR 
level 


C2 


C1 


B2 


B1 


A2 


A1 


Descriptor 
 


Can understand and interpret critically virtually all forms of the written language including 
abstract, structurally complex, or highly colloquial literary and non-literary writings. 
Can understand a wide range of long and complex texts, appreciating subtle distinctions of style 
and implicit as well as explicit meaning. 


Can understand in detail lengthy, complex texts, whether or not they relate to his/her own area 
of speciality, provided he/she can reread difficult sections. 


Can read with a large degree of independence, adapting style and speed of reading to different 
texts and purposes, and using appropriate reference sources selectively. Has a broad active 
reading vocabulary, but may experience some difficulty with low-frequency idioms. 


Can read straightforward factual texts on subjects related to his/her field and interest with a 
satisfactory level of comprehension. 


Can understand short, simple texts on familiar matters of a concrete type which consist of high 
frequency everyday or job-related language. 


Can understand short, simple texts containing the highest frequency vocabulary, including a 
proportion of shared international vocabulary items.  


Can understand very short, simple texts a single phrase at a time, picking up familiar names, 
words and basic phrases and rereading as required. 







CEFR 
level 


C2 


A2 


Descriptor 
 


Can understand and interpret critically virtually all forms of the written language including 
abstract, structurally complex, or highly colloquial literary and non-literary writings. 
Can understand a wide range of long and complex texts, appreciating subtle distinctions of style 
and implicit as well as explicit meaning. 


Can understand short, simple texts on familiar matters of a concrete type which consist of high 
frequency everyday or job-related language. 


Can understand short, simple texts containing the highest frequency vocabulary, including a 
proportion of shared international vocabulary items.  







Insert title of the 
presentation here 


Presentation sub title 


A2


A1


B1


B2


C1


C2


B
as


ic
 la


n
gu
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e


Autonomous la
nguageInterpersonal language







Definitions of 
academic 
literacy 







 


‘The student has to learn to speak our 
language, to speak as we do, to try on the 
peculiar ways of knowing, selecting, 
evaluating, reporting, concluding and arguing 
that define the discourse of the community’ 


Academic literacy 


(Bartholomae, 1986, p. 134) 







Academic literacy (singular) 


“All the elements of academic literacy—
reading, writing, listening, speaking, critical 
thinking, use of technology, and habits of mind 
that foster academic success—are expected of 
entering freshmen across all college 
disciplines.” 


“academic literacy— proficiency in reading and 
writing about academic subjects, with the goal 
of contributing to the ongoing conversations of 
an academic field.” 


“Disciplinary and professional knowledge and 
skills, understanding the epistemology and 
‘landscape’ of the discipline, and what it 
means to think and behave as a member of 
that disciplinary and/or professional 
community of practice.” 


(Neeley, 2005, p.7) 


(ICAS, 2002, p.2) 


(Oxford Brookes, 2014) 











Overlap and 
divergence 







To what extent is a certain level of general 
language proficiency a pre-requisite for 


acquiring academic literacy?  


Can you start working with 
academic texts at B1? Only at B2? 
Or actually at C1? 


Someone at C2 will pick up 
Academic literacy quicker than 
someone at B2 - but how much 
quicker? 


Systematically investigate which 
CEFR can do statements are needed 
to begin working on academic texts. 


Investigate how quickly native 
speakers develop academic literacy. 







To what extent is high-level language 
proficiency as conceptualised by the CEFR 


intrinsically academic?  


Are C1 and C2 as conceptualised in 
CEFR academic? 


Are the tasks intrinsically academic? 


Systematically review tasks or CEFR 
can do statements in relation to 
definitions of academic literacy. 


Investigate how native speakers 
without FE experience perform on 
C1 and C2 tasks. 







Cambridge English: 
Advanced 
(C1) 







Cambridge English: 
Proficiency 
(C2) 







In what ways can academic literacy be 
considered an extension of language 
proficiency as conceptualised by the 


CEFR?  


D1??? 


What about the aspects of 
academic literacy that are broader 
than the 4 traditional skills? 


Too subject specific? 


What does the cognitive process 
model for high level AL tasks look 
like? 







Critically appraise the contribution of 
psychological testing to the development of 
theories about intelligence. 
 
To what extent can the five factor model be 
considered a universal model of personality? 
 
Critically evaluate H.J. Eysenck’s concept of 
extraversion. 


Example academic tasks 







Core undergraduate assessment 
criteria identified by Elander et 
al. (2004) 







Comparison of the constructs 







Implications for 
testing 







Can language testers avoid conflating the 
concepts of EAP and general language 


proficiency?  


Can you assess C2 without including 
academic literacy? 


We should review high-level 
language tests to identify academic 
literacy components. 


Should we try to separate academic 
literacy in high-level language tests? 







Summary 


 
 
 


The two constructs are intertwined at high-level 
language proficiency/basic academic literacy skills 


Research can help identify how they are 
intertwined in tests 


Understanding the overlap/divergence can inform 
which construct to target in different contexts 
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Overview


• Introduction to Trinity and GESE


• Role of elicitation techniques


• Hypothesis – range of techniques


• Introduction to Trinity Lancaster Corpus


• Evidence from corpus


• Summary


• Q&A







Background – Trinity College London


Topic 


Presentation


Topic 


Discussion


Interactive 


Task
Listening 


Phase


Conversation 


Phase


Topic 


Discussion


Interactive 


Task


Conversation 


Phase


Topic 


Discussion


Conversation 


Phase


Conversation 


Phase


ADVANCED


GESE 10-


12 


INTERMEDIATE


GESE 7-9


ELEMENTARY


GESE 4-6


INITIAL


GESE 1-3


Dialogic   Dynamic   Structured  Interactive







Bachman & Palmer (2010): communicative competence model


Communicative 
Competence


Linguistic 
competence


Socio-linguistic 
competence


Discourse
competence


Strategic 
competence


Contemporary tests
Language skills = Communicative competence







Taxonomy of speech types
Brown 2001:266-268


Speech 
act


Imitative


Intensive


Responsive


Extensive


Interactive







• Oral stimulus specific enough 
to elicit output within an 
expected range of performance 
such that scoring or rating 
procedures can be 
appropriately applied.


Role of elicitation techniques
Defining elicitation


Objective: What strategies can be applied to 
facilitate assessment of spoken performance in a 
co-constructed discourse?







Interlocutor - pitfalls
Risks with performance-based assessment


Examiner  in performance-based dialogic 
examination:


• Interrogate – over reliance on 
questioning strategies


• Informalise setting – ‘chatty’
• Under-elicit – leave candidate 
• Take over dialogue – CTT over ETT
• Allow recitation (Topic phase)
• Feeding of language 







What makes elicitation successful?


Whichever elicitation 
strategy is used…


Interaction by definition is co-constructed


Bias for best







Hypothesis – Elicitation range
Observed strategies in interaction


1. Questioning strategies
2. Make a statement or give fact
3. Back channelling (Showing interest)
4. Express misunderstanding or lack of 


knowledge
5. Clarification
6. Request elaboration
7. Paraphrasing and reformulation
8. Silence and pauses







• Trinity Lancaster Corpus >3.5 million words


• Levels: B1 (GESE grade 6) - C2 (GESE grade 12)


• 10 linguistic and cultural backgrounds


• Level, age, gender, score, examiner 


• http://www.trinitycollege.com/site/?id=3329


Trinity Lancaster Corpus



http://www.trinitycollege.com/site/?id=3329





What Trinity Lancaster Corpus reveals:


o Analysis of Corpus data


o GESE 6 – Conversation task 


o Examiner contributions


Examples of elicitation techniques and responses 


Corpus research 
Observed elicitation techniques







E: Are you interested in fashion ? 


C: erm well in some ways yes I am


E: mm 


C: because but I like er the way they dressed but I 
think it 's not a very important thing


E: no


C: I just d = I just dress what I feel comfortable with 


E: uhu 


C: How about you?


1:Questioning: Closed







E: Do you think fashion is very important to you to 
you and your friends ? 


C:At my age yeah my friend think fashion is very 
important 


E: mm mm


C: mm but er erm fashion I think fashion is not er 
about your clothes...


1: Questioning - Closed







E: let 's talk about er fashion 


C: mm


E: how important is fashion? 


C: yes important but important when I have the 
the money in my pocket and it's possible er buy 
the the the the erm the the fashion designer 
example 


1: Questioning - Open







E: ...and do you think fashion is important ? 


C: well it depends er I I like fashion I like to go 
and buy clothes but there are people that 
doesn't seem to care about fashion


E: mm 


C: they are happy but for me I think that it 's 
important 


E:mm 


C: what about you ? 


1: Questioning - Open







E: Some people say that Chinese is going to be more 
important than English in the future and maybe 
everyone needs to learn Chinese. What what do 
you think about that? 


C: okay I think er er now the most im-important 
language is er is English mm but er I I know er er
there are many people who who are studying 
Chinese 


E: mm


2: Statements







C: For this summer I 'm I 'm I 'm going to to the 
mountain 


E: right 


C: yes because we have a house in er Val Di Lima 


E: oh nice do you?


E: have you been anywhere interesting? 


C: er erm can you repeat? 


E: have you been anywhere interesting? 


C: ah er si I erm er four years ago I I went to Japan


E: really oh wow!


3: Back channelling.           
(showing interest)







C: fashion changed about erm ten years


E: mm 


C: ten years ten years I remember my mum's er erm 
was erm erm have my my mum have a erm a jeans 
with erm bell 


E: yes I understand 


C: in the jeans yeah 


E: yes uhu 


C: and er they her is more big...


3:Back channelling           
(understanding)







E: erm do you need a teacher to learn a foreign language or can 
you learn in other ways ? 


C: well I have a software 


E: mm


C: the name is Rosetta 


E: mm 


C: and I learn with Rosetta too 


E: who is Rosetta, a teacher?  


C: is er software 


E: ah 


C: software for the computer 


E: yeah oh that's interesting 


C:yeah


4: Express lack of knowledge







• C: I wear a uniform


• E: yes


• C: er every day er uniform consist of black shoes er er blue 
trouser


• E: mm


• C: and er er a tie and a a blue T-shirt blue shirt


• E: oh right so you have to wear the uniform


• C: er don't have er mu-mu-mustn't have a a short hair


• E: oh but you have short hair


• C: must have short hair


• E: you must or you mustn't?


• C: mustn‘t...


5: Clarification







C: Fashion for young people is important because er erm 
er for erm er young people er a is very important to erm 
the erm to stay in a in a in a group with er er something 
special 


E:yeah 


C:in your in a 


E:so 


C: in 


E: so are you saying that that what you wear, that the the
clothes of the young people puts them into a group? 


C:er yes 


7: Paraphrasing







Hypothesis – Elicitation range
Evidenced in Trinity Lancaster Corpus


1. Questioning strategies
2. Make a statement or give fact
3. Back channelling (Showing interest)
4. Express misunderstanding or lack of 


knowledge
5. Clarification
6. Request elaboration
7. Paraphrasing and reformulation
8. Silence and pauses







In summary


1. Elicitation central to co-constructed performance
2. Bias for best – requires interlocutor elicitation competences 
3. Possible classification of elicitation strategies  
4. Corpus evidence validates use in co-constructed dialogues 
5. Informs examiner training to improve examiner practice 


Discussion points:


Further research needed…
What are range of responses to elicitation techniques?
Which speech acts do techniques tend to elicit?
What repertoire and combination of techniques is most effective? 


And on we go…. 







Trinity College London
Q&A


Any Questions?
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Defining elicitation 
Granting opportunity


• Find good definition 
• = Bias for best


• Getting Ss to produce as best as they can 







